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Uprooting a tree Putting down new roots

After the move, I bought a new couch with

5 lamps. And amy Citi card. And a new rug. @
secondhand car with 4-wheel drive.

But here's the thing-my daughters Jen and Sadie hadn,t

bought into the idea of moving to Maine. So since I

ffi

had uprooted them from all their friends, I had

the roots and everything else shipped 1,500 miles. I
Now we have a little bit of palm Beach, right off the

coast of Portland. Whatever your story is, your Citi card

can help you write it.

What's your story?

crti'
let's r

citicards.com get it done
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Visit us at www.drcxclhcritage.com to
vicw thc full couturc collcction and scc how
flashion and flurniturc arc complctely rclated.

DREXEL QTTERITAGE.
Welcome Home.



Welcome I Stutt,vingthc Classics

Theeonn Hotclin
Londonistheli hotel I ever fell in love with.rst

I could not afford to stay there, as a student cruising through
Europe on a train pass, but I made a pilgrimage. I wish I could

explain why I fell so hard. Certainly it had something to do with my

love of English literature; Edwardian-era writers have always been

among my favorites-VirginiaWoolf J. M. Barrie, Arthur Conan

Doyle, E. M. Forster. The hotel seemed, in its full Edwardian dress,

to have perfectly captured, and then kept alive, another time, one

that, as far as living well goes, has much to teach us about comfort
and lively, imaginative, intelligent elegance.

The thing I remember most vividly about my first encounter

with the Connaught is the feeling of being enfolded in rooms that
shut out the world with layer upon layer ofpattern and texture. It
actually took a few moments for my eyes to adjust once I entered,

as everything was in shadows. Only gradually did the gemlike col-

ors ofthe heavy Persians on the floor appear; only quietly did I
catch a glint of light on a mahogany banister burnished with years

of old-fashioned wax, applied by hand. The curtains were swags of
heary, velvety fabrics; and the air, even at noon, was laced with a

heady and magical fragrance of cigars and whiskey

Years later I finally had a chance to stay at the Connaught. It
was everything I had hoped it would be: marbled bathrooms, thick

curtains, fine hardware, efiravagant linen sheets, eccentric furni-

ture in the hallways, butler bells by the bed, a vivid, patterned car-

pet running the length of the huge center staircase, the cozy bar

full of leather Chesterfields and writing desks. I went out for a din-

ner, which ended late. It must have been around midnight when

I got back to the hotel. Its massive doors were locked. I rang the

bell. By the time a haughty butler came

to the dooq I was distraught. Not the

most welcoming service, but in keep-

ing with the hotel's air of superioriqr I
knew I was unworthy

Over the years, the hotel's decor

became frayed. I'm not one for letting
things go to seed (well, actually, I am

one for that, but I can understand why

it isn't a smart business move). With a

grand hotel like the Connaught, a little
refurbishment goes a long way. It was

a shock, therefore, to learn that the

Connaught had been shut down for
renovations so radical that the entire
building had to be swathed in bandages.

There could be nothing left of a patina

that took a century to achieve. More
frightening, though, was the notice
on the'Web site, informing us that the

hotel would return as "a modern inter-

pretation" of the legacy.

I nearly wept, scrolling through the rWeb display of the rooms

to come. These modern interpretations are a recent design trend
that I find deplorable. Great beauty and personality are gutted in
the interest of-well, what, exactly? Younger guests? Business

travelers?These interpretations are safe and predictable, so as not

to offend. But theybore, and they don't age well. Sanitized decors

will look out of date, dull and drab, within a few years' Modern
interpretations seem to be confined to a palette ofbeige, gray, and

cold. The rooms could be in New York, Los Angeles, or Atlanta.
'W'hen I'm in London, I want to feel what is quintessentially

British-and that can be modern, of course, but it has to be rooted

in something. Claridge's has succeeded admirably in retaining
its fizzy, swellegant Art Deco feel-and the same design firm is

doing the Connaught, so there is always hope. Some face-lifts

work; you immediately recognize the taut version of the old

visage. But they seem to be the exception. Remember when

Brooks Brothers dismembered its classic Madison Avenue flag-

ship? Most of the gorgeous old glass-fronted mahogany display

cases were ripped out and replaced with modern tables. The store

Iost its cachet. It was depressing. It was the same as any mall

version of itself.
Let's hope things are better than the photos of the bedrooms

promise. Part of the appeal of a classic style-whether it belongs

to Kate Hepburn or the Connaught-is that it is not easy to

replicate, but it gives you something to aim for, something

you hope you can someday attain. It makes you think: how

did that happen? How can those colors work together? W'hy is

that arrangement so pleasing? The
Connaught Hotel was a classic. It had

an enduring appeal. A classic beauty

doesn't worry about whether or not
the young or ignorant will recognize

its allure. A classic is a generative force;

it inspires on down through the gen-

erations. Great style at any age turns

heads of any age.

Beauty of any sort is fragile, I suP-

pose, at the mercy of so many destruc-

tive forces.'We have much to learn

from those before us, ifwe would only
stop and think about what we have

been bequeathed. Or, as E. M. Forster

wrote, if we would "only connect."

!
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Dominique Browning, ED IToR

lph6useandgarden.com For all of Dominique Browning's columns,visitus online.
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"flSee more lift. Feel firmer.

92% of women dol
Resilience Lift Extreme
U ltra Fi rming Azloisturizers
Highly effective formulas with our exclusive Extremeliftr Complex
empower mid-life skin, so it looks more lifted, more contoured,
more radiant. Now your skin can have it all.
*After using Resilience Lift Extreme Lotion for 4 weeks.
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InThislssuc

or a woman with good manners and a circumspect demeanor,

House dv Garden's new design directoq Wendy Goodman, enjoys

surprisingly wild company. Her ongoing love affair with the

career ofthe late Tony Duquette is a case in point. From her first
glimpse of an extravagantly jewel-encrusted Duquette cabinet

ot a r99o visit to Holllwood, when the designer was still alive

(he died in ry99), Goodman became obsessed with chronicling
every over-the-top fantasy, every set and costume design, every

glamorous Tinseltown interior in Duquette's turbo-charged ride

through the land of outrageous dreams. And so she has, in an

abundantly illustrated book with coauthor Hutton Wilkinson
that arrives this month with enough fanfare to please the master

himself. For seven weeks, beginning November 14 and continuing

through the Christmas season, the most celebrated windows on

Fifth Avenue, those of Bergdorf Goodman,
will bring many of Duquette's designs to life.

For clients such asJ. Paul Getty, David O.

Selznick,James Coburn, Doris Duke, and

Elizabeth Arden, Duquette created furni-
ture, interiors, jewelry, and costumes that
defined what glamour was when there still
was such a thing. A glimpse of his world can

be found on page 98 ofthis issue.

Goodman began her career as an aspiring

actress at New York University's School of
the Arts, but moved on to celebrating the

drama in other people's lives as a stylist, fash-

ion editoq and design editor for several mag-

azine s, including Harp er's B a za ari Int e ro i e ra,

House dr Garden, ard Neu )?r[. From her

point of view, decorating and design are

excitingwhen they are "by-products of some-

one's life. The more personal they are, the
more fascinating they become to me." House

dy Garden welcomes to its pages Goodman's

eye for the authentic personal stamp, whether
restrained or unbuttoned.
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l-louse & Gorden's new

design director, Wendy

Goodman, top. I The

John Gauld illustration,

above, for one of the
windows at Bergdorf
Goodman is based on

Duquette's designs.
. Goodman cowrote the
stunning book long
Duquette (Abrams), left,
with Duquette's former
business partner,
Hutton Wilkinson.
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ecem er conterrts
WELCOME 4
BY DoMtNteuE BnowNrr.tc

IN THIS ISSUE 6

Doxesrrc Bt-tss
AT HOME WITH ... AMY SEDARIS

17 The wacky comedienne wins our
bake-off for hostess with the
mostest. sv lNcnto Aenavovtrcx
ELEMENTS OF A ROOM 22
Chalet-style rooms summon wild
winter fantasies. pRoDUcED BY

Saerxr RorHvaN luo NoEvt BoNAzzl

ECO CHIC 28 The best green gifts.

av Zpv JoaeutN

PASSIONS 50 High-design games

for grown-ups. ev JpN RENzt

VANITY 52 British style is all the
rage. pRoDUcED BY KTMBERLY GIESKE

INSIDE TRACK 57 Talking with
David Stark; reissue of a William
Haines desk; Charles Fradin

designs for Williams-Sonoma.

DESIcN BUSINESS 58 Call David

Cafiero when a decor needs that
final flourish. av JavEs SEnvtN

LARDER 40 Delicious mail-order
cookies. gv Lona ZanugtN

UNCORKED 46 The unusual

charms of ChAteau Palmer.
sv Jav MclNepNev

Ox rne Scexs
WHAT WE'RE SEEING 55
EDITED BY GnEcopv Cecto

ARCHITECTURE 56 Gluckman
Mayner Architecis restores.

recycles, and expands an Art Deco
gem for the Philadelphia Museum

of Art. sv MaprtN Ftt-lEn

SOULS OF THE EARTH 58 Charles

Best and his revolutionary
DonorsChoose. BY KarplNE AMEs

lx rse Ganoex
CACHEPOTS 6l For your favorite
houseplants. sv MELtssa Ozawa

ONE GARDENER'S ALMANAC 64
How to encourage songbirds to
return. gY Tov CgptsropHEn

PLANTS WE LOVE 68
Unusual cyclamens.

THE SHOPPING GUIDE 126

NUTS & BOLTS I28
gv Davapts CoLttouN

THE TESTY TASTEMAKER t32
ev Mavrp Rus

< This drawing by Saul Steinberg
appeared in the December l95l issue

of House & Gorden.
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The WanderlusC' Telephone Table
Visit thomasville.com to browse our furniture collectrons

and to locate theThomasville store near€st you.
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Alberto Pinto revs up a New York

bachelor pad.

PRoDUCED gv CvHtuta Fpaux

Lrvrxc Flrsronv: Brlrxons go
ln North Carolina, the grandest of all

American houses remains the

centerpiece of a pioneering vision.

wRrrrEN av MaprtN FtLLEn

Tss Anr oF ENTERTATNTNG 90
Thoroughly modern Aerin Lauder keeps

her Long lsland house the way her

grandmother Est6e Lauder decorated it.
pRoDUcED sv KtveEnLv Gtssxe

Wrlo Curo sa
American designer Tony Duquette

applied his art to every aspect of
his life, outdoing Hollywood at its own

game. BY WpNov GooouaN

Mao Aaour FoRKs 106
Weve gathered up our favorite examples

of that remarkable implement.

PRoDUcED av JerrnEv W. Mtllgn

Jswsl Box ttz
Peter Marino redesigns Chanel's flagship

store in Beverly Hills. By WEHov GooovaN

Laxe Covo Tuo tto
Three exceptional gardens with

Alpine views and Mediterranean flora.
pRoDUcED av TEssa TnaeoEn

lt.to Pault BoucuEn

Ox rss Coven
Aerin Lauder ("The Art of Entertaining,"

page 90) in an Oscar de la Renta

taffeta gown, gl49oo, at Neiman Marcus

and Saks Fifth Avenue. Wreath and

flowers by Polux Fleuriste.

PHorocnapsEo av Fuugots Hllano.

eBe part of things at
houselandgarden.com
Our Web site is your Hoezse I Garden

headquar-ters: contact us, renew your
subscription (or order a new one), sign

up for our newsletter, or for-ward a link
to friends shorving your favorite room
or wallpaper from this month's issue.

While there, don't forget to check out
our latest trend repor-t, garden advice,

and wine tips. We'll see you online.
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Lampe Berger Swirl lamp incorporates the best way to discover
the finest in French traditions, designs and fragrances.

Thanks to its catalytic burner,

which is protected by 6 international
patents, Lampe Berger is the only
home fragrancing system that:

oCleans the air and eliminates odors
oPerfumes the air with great long

lasting fragrances
o Lovely decorated objects of art

As a Ieading company in
home fragrancing the
Lampe Berger name is
synonymous with quality
and the finest in home
d6cor. Tested worldwide by
internationally known
laboratories such as the
Pasteur Institute in Lille.

Lampe Berger can be found in
better department stores and
finer gift shops throughout
the US.
For more information about
Lampe Berger visit us at
www.lampeberger.us.

Lompe Berger is in the oir. .. ond thot chonges evrything.M
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BOTOX. COSMETIC

Its oll obout freedom of

expression... osk your doctor

obout BOTOX@ Cosmetic. Millions

of women olreody hove. Visit

BotoxCosmetic.com for onswers

to your questions ond to locote on

experienced physicion in your oreo.

Log on now ond receive q FREE

informotionol DVD when you sign

up for the BOTOX@ Cosmetic

Benefits Progrom.

So don't hold bock! Express yourself

by finding out if BOTOX@ Cosmetic

is right for you!

-CosmeticBotulinumToxinType A

B

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND
DESIGN INSPIRATION

VISIT
EXPLOREHOUSEANDGARDEN.COM

Thismonthat
housean en.com

ecer-r-l er

E
INSPIRED HOLIDAY COOKING STARTS WITH THE
BEST MINDS IN THE FOOD BUSINESS AS WE TAKE YOU
BEHIND THE SCENES IN OUR FINE DINING BLOGS
BYJAY MCINERNEY AND LORA ZARUBIN.

> housea ndga rden.comfwi nefood/blogs/jay
> h o u sea ndga rd e n.co m/wi nefo od I blogs I za ru bi n

DntNK
TOAST THE HOLIDAYS WITH OUR
WINE PICKS, WHICH SHOWCASE
THE BEST WINES (AND THE BEST

VALUES)ON THE SHELF, SELECTED
BY HOUSE & GARDEN'S WINE
CRITIC, JAY MCINERNEY.
> houseandgarden.com/
go/bestwines
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BROWSE THE FABULOUS
FINDS OF 2OO7 IN OUR
YEAR-END ROUNDUPS
TI-{INGS WE LOVE AND
UNDER $1OO.
> houseandgarden.com/go/things
> housea ndga rden.com/go/u nder
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ancient'and modern
Cu>tom sraircase in Rel.red Fren(\ lrmeirone

The most beautiful floors from the ends of the earth

USShowrooms:Atlanta'Boston.Chicago.Greenwich.LosAngeles.Naples.NewYork.PalmBeach.SanFrancisco.WashingtonDC
UK Showroom: London

For our inspirational new catalog please call (8BB) B4s-3492 www.parisceramics.com
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vtcE pRESTDENT-EDtroelal BUstNEss valaoen Linda Rice

vlcE pREstDENT-CoRooRATE caEATlvE DlREcroR GaryVan Dis
vrcE pREsIDENT-EDtroRtAL opEpATloNs RickLeune

CONDE NAST MEDIA GROUP

sENroR vtcE pREstDENT-coRPoRATE sALEs Amy R. Churgin; selton vtcE pREsIDENT-

rtNaNcE RobertA. Silverstoner vtce ppEstorNi-ttttEcpatEo vanxrttNc Linda Mason;
vtcE pREstDENT-coRpoRATE saLEs, oetnotl Peggy Daitch; vtce peEslDENT-

cREATIvE MARKETINc Cara DeouI Perl; vtcE pnesifilr-vanxrrlNG Matt Robertsi
vtcr pnrstoeNr-tNrsnacrtvsJason R- Krebs; vtcs pREstDENT-cREATlve sEnvtcps Dana Miller

coNotl Nlsr coNsuMER MARKETING
ExECUTtvE vtcE pRESTDENT Robert A. Sauerberg, Jr.

vtcE pRESTDENT-RETATL MARKETING Iames T. Mate; vtcr ppE5toeNt-eustNess

oever-ooviNrJulie Michalowski; corstvrn v"anxertrc otpectop Heather Hamilton
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tml r6r0rM m@suring 14 brand$ and reasures opinions ol consumeE dunng llE prryious 24 months. Propietary study res!]ts elas€d m
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imagine wanting more and getting it
space is no worry with the samsung French Door Befrigerator. That's because
it has more room. ln fact, it has nearly a cubic foot more room than any other
fridge in its category. with the samsung French Door Refrigerator, it's not that hard
to imagine. For more information, visit www.samsung.com/frenchdoor

"Highest in customer satisfaction for
refrigerators," two years in a rowl

Available at:

LoueS NMSUN
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This year;the most colorfulgifts are coming in black
For the store

r Centerpiece Bowl, $39.95.
ee6 ee6o. crateandbarrel.com
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At l-{ome\{ith... A*y Sedaris

WITH HER TONGUE-IN-CHEEK DECOR AND KITSCH COOKERY THE WACKY
COMEDIENNE WINS OUR HOLIDAY BAKE.OFF FOR HOSTESS WITH THE MOSTEST

This season, we're

spending the holidays

with a blond television

personality and best-

selling author who lives

for baking, entertaining,
and raising farm animals.

We're referring, in
case you had someone

else in mind, to Amy

Sedaris, the comedienne

and star of the
lamentably canceled

sketch comedy show

Sfrongers WithCandg.
Last year, Sedaris

published I Like You,

Hospitolitg Under the

lnfluence, her first book
on entertaining, and

promptly became

an anti-heroine for those
hostesses who, like

Sedaris, believe good

taste too often gets

in the way of a good

party. Sedaris's 7oo-
square-foot Greenwich

Village apartment is

crammed with anything

that has ever struck
her fancy, from furniture
she has found on the
street to her prized

collection of artificial
foods, ranging from
hams to birthday

Sedaris, in a costume by

Mary Adams, prepares
to bewitch guests with her
cooking and hostessing

prowess. The coffee
table is set with the faux
cakes and sham hams

she makes and collects.

I
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At l-{omeWith...

cakes. Her furry companion, Dusty, a mini rex rabbit-
"the ultimate rabbit," according to Sedaris-has a

penchant for chewing on the furniture and baseboards
but nonetheless has the run of the apartment.

As with the outrageous characters she plays in
movies and on television, there is a distinct method to
the madness. "l have a lot of stuff," she says,
"but l'm pretty good at knowing how to store it." She

also has a devoted group of talented friends who
have a habit of dropping by and picking up a hammer
and nails*like furniture designer Todd Oldham,
who built Dusty his rabbit hutch. "l have an incredible
tool kit with two kinds of saws-l'm not bragging,"
Sedaris says. "lf anyone comes over with a skill, I can

take advantage." Her lure is her hospitality, which,

though offered partly tongue-in-cheek, draws on

her own serious skills. An expert baker (she makes

cupcakes for a New York caf6, Joe), she always seems

to have a batch of gingersnaps coming out of the
oven. At holiday time, she dons her red corduroy
yuletide outfit and invites friends over for roast

beef and popovers. Who's the domestic diva now?

.d
"One of mg favorite recipes
from mg book'l Like You: Hospitoliig
Under fAe /nfluence'is mg mother's
Greek beons, wAich / serve in on
oronge Le Creuset pot. For the
holidogs, /'11 olso moke fhe powdered
butfer cookies ond some cAeese
bol/s. " Book, gz8, Warner Books.

"l have o/wous /oved
to bo/<e. /Aoi o smoll business
boking cupcokes for o coffee sAop
not far f rom mg apartment. /t's colled
Joe the Art of Coffee." joetheartof
coffee.com. OoA Lo Lo half-apron. 528.
AntAropologie. 80o-509-25oo.

& *

".9

€
'Stickg shelf
p1per wiiljazz

up ong cobinet.
Todd Oldham cut
it into sAopes fo
decorofe the front of

mg kitchen cobinefs."
Vintage Blue Florql
and Tiled Porto Blue

sef-odAesive contoct
paper, g5o per roll,

of designgourwoll.com.

i{+^ il

*

f.s
<t,

-$h

"'A Charlie Brown Chrisfmos'
bg tAe Vince Guaraldi Irio rs the onlg
Aolidog music I'll listen to. l'll
invite /riends over who don't have
angwhere to go ond ploy ii
nonsfop. I put up o tinsel tree,
so lhe robbit won't get to
if-sAe likes to cAew on fAe reol
ones. / wrop emptg boxes in colored

foil ond hang iAem on tAe wolls
like gifts. lt's like when gou're little

&"Evergone in mg familg /oves squirre/s.
Moybe it's becouse tAey ore iAe sfate onimol in
Norfh Corolino, where we grew up. I like that squirrels
thtnkabout sforoge, like I do. I have freeze-dried
squirrels (never taxidermg) from the store Evolution,
in SoHo, Ster/f ioy squirrels, ond metol ones. " ond you go fo JCPenneg. " vinceguoroldi.com.

-

..IT'S 
ALWAYS CH R ISTMASSY

IN HERE. I I-{AVE A LOT OF HOLIDAY DECORATIONS. I

LINE THE WINDOWS WITI] LIGHTS AND PUT TINFOIL OVER
MV FAKE TURKEY SO IT LOOKS LIKE IT'S I..IOT.''

)
t



DO\IESTIC BLISS

4 "/ co//ect co/<e stonds
Soroh Jessico Parker gove me o green
Aobnobbed one for CAristmos."
From top' 61ue pedestol, g5o t'or two,
rosonnoinc.com. Golden rod $Jo,
sigAouse.com. F ar e, g4o, potluckstudios
.com. Berrg and Thread, $75, julkka.com.

F"When /ess thon good shoppers
osk whot I want for the Ao/idogs, / sog
Drptgque condles. IhegTe expensive ondsmell
greot. I burn two of once; if's so exfrovogont."
Epiceo condlq gpo, of bornegs.com.

.,MY RABBII DUSTY HAS THE RUN
OF THE APARTMENT. I LIKE HAVING AN ANIMAL THAT'S
USUALLY PREY IN THE HOUSE AND WATCHING IT KICK BACK.''

td"/ Aove o /ot of sto ra!€. Livine in Manhauan,
gou Aove to. /'ll store fAings in boxes tAot / keep
beAind mg bed. /n the living room,Iodd Oldhom built o
cobinet so I don't have to look ot the fV fhe phone is

on a low shelf witA the volume turned down. You don't see
ong cords. lt feels like gou're in o psgchiotrisf's o//rce."

i
X\A I
iBu .,,: 
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&"Mg brother Dovid's bogfriend, Hugh Hamrick,
is o decorotive painter who did o lot o/ tAe pointings in mg ploce.
fAoti o portrait of mg rabbit, Dustg. The montel wos o tAeofer
prop. l'll point it for the seoson. Eefore tAis, if wos s/<in fone pink. "

p"/ con't sew, but I have craftAlriends who do.
You con'f osk people to do stut'f t'or gou ond not hove iAe
supp/ies ovqilo6le. Somebodg once come oyer ond osked r/ / Aod
o poddle driil, and / did. / wos proud of that. The first thing I
put in mg ioo/ kit wos a mirror, so girls could check their ftpstick.
I ordered this pink sewing mochine /rom Seors. /f comes in other
co/ors." Kenmore's Mini lJltra sewing mocAine, gtoo, of seors.com.

G houseandg*rtlen.com Visit us online to see who else we've visited at home
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Stuffed poodle Smitten dog

I With all the howling Max was doing, my husband Eric and

II I just figured he was lonely. So we used our Citi

card to buy a new mirror and tried putting it at floor

e ! level. No dice. We tried changing the dog food.

rreats. A new dos bed. 
9

We even brought in a

pet therapist, and still Max seemed so sad. Then it dawned

on us - maybe he just needed a companion.

Now everyone sleeps better at night. Whatever your story

ru
is, your Citi card can help you write it.

What's your story?

citi

I cfti*
citicards.com let's get it done"
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DOMESTIC BLISS

Elcmcnts of a Room chater style
AS THE DAYS GROW COLDER, OUR TI-.IOUGHTS TURN TO MOUNTAIN VIEWS
AND LODGE LIVING. TI-.IESE ROOMS WERE DESIGNED TO SUMMON
OUR WILDEST WINTER FANTASIES, FROM THE COZY TO THE GLAMOROUS

G
(,

True story: if you take
a meandering drive
through Morocco's Atlas
Mountains, you could
happen on an isolated
Alpine-style village,
an off-piste reminder
of the country's colonial
past. The idea of
reimagining the Alpine
aesthetic in a North
African context was the
insplration for our first
chalet. Exotic ikats and
rich, vibrant textures are
combined with folksy
details, such as a heart-
shaped chair or an

antler chandelier, artfully
placed to evoke a

Tyrolean landscape in
the unlikeliest of places.

-GERALDINE DE PUY

Clockwise from top right'
OId World Weavers

Princess Uzma FABRlc,

through Stark Fabric.

Pewter Horn cHANDELIER,
gt,ooo, from vagabondhouse

.com. Le Leu SoFa from
Jonas lnc., upholstered in

Lee Jofa's Pardah Print.

Heart prrLow in Shepherd's

Coat, from Culturally
Chic. Doris Leslie Blau

custom Tibetan caPPET,
gtt,zoo for 8-by-ro.

ln NYC, 212-152-7623. Ram's

horn caNoLgsttcxs,
91,195, at Charlotte Moss,

NYC. 888-96o-s888.
Lando's Gingerbread
Modern aRMcHArR, $3,5oo,
Vol. t Antiques. cUsl{loN
in Schumacher's Bohemian

Rhapsody in Cinnabar.

Jensen ptLLow by Pierre

Frey. Check wool gLaNxst,

g378, from gorsuch.com.

Castle CHatn by Neubeuern,

9490, at Bavarian Fine

Furniture. Charles Pollock's

ttt6 Spanish trestle base tagts,
through William Switzer.

pRoDUCED By SaarNE RorgvaN AND NoEMt BoN azzt . pHorocRApHEo ev Parntcta HEar
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It's TIME to make a difference. To learn more about how
Baume & Mercier and KIM BASINGER contribute to programs
that improve education for our children, protect animals
and the environment, please visit: www.baume-and-mercier.com
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DOMESTIC BLISS

Elements of aRoom I Chalet $tyle
THE ALLURE OF JET-SETTER STYLE IS IRRESISTIBLE,

GRAPI-]IC BLACK AND WHITE AGAINST A POLISHED INTERIOR BEST

EXEMPLIFIES TI]E GLOBE-TROTTING GOURMET IlIGH LIFE

lmagine James Bond
and his l96os consort:
athletic, elegant, in

sleek snowsuits to match
their Chanel skis,

flying down the Swiss
slopes en route to
aprds-ski. Their chalet
is well-equipped
to suit the sybaritic oo7
aesthetic, with a

sumptuous fur wall
hanging and silvery faux-
bois wallpaper. A jeweled
lamp adds a glamorous
touch, and a carbon-
fiber ltalian chair and
jazzy contemporary
freestandi ng f ireplace
make for the perfect
spot for relaxing
with shaken-not-sti rred
martinis in lieu of
hot chocolate. -c. DE p.

Foreground' Wildwood
waLlpapER by Yangki

in lced Silver, at William
Switzer. Le Petit Empereur
crystal tlvo, by Mathieu
Lustrerie at Prelle,

NYC. Front, Vortex mini

carbon-fiber cxatn by

Giovanni Pagnotta, 998o,
at Suite New York.

suiteny.com. Metallic
leather tnaooen xar, by

Kokin, $8r5, at Henri
Bendel. henribendel.com.
Conmoto Plaza ventless

FTREpLAcE, $3,4oo, at Rose

and Radish. roseandradish

.com. Selenite LoGS,

from $25o, Ruzzetti & Gow.

Chanel srrs, $J,995.

8oo-55o-ooo5. Rear:

Mongolian lamb Leon nuc,

$3J8o, ddcnyc.com.

Aluminum aNTELopE t{EAD

by Barreveld, $6so, at

vivre.com. Custom

PILLOw in Schumacher

Shockwave, made by

Pascale Milon-Ouattara, at

LAtelier du Jour, NYC.

.:,
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BATH FIXTURES, F'URNISHINGS
AND SURFACES

BATH TOWEL ON RING
STRATUM, EGYPTIAN COTTON, BLUEBOARD,28"X 52"

ACCESSORY: CRYSTAL TOWEL RING, NICKEL
SURFACE: ARCHITECTONICS 2'X 2' CERAMIC FIELD TILE. MYKONOS

WATERWORKS
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO CHICAGO BOSTON MIAMI GEORGETOWN NEW YORK



DO\IESl'IC BLISS

trlementsof aRoom Chalet Style

SOME OF THE MOST EVOCATIVE MOUNTAIN HOMES ARE THOSE THAT
SUCCESSFULLY BRING THE OUTDOORS INDOORS WITH RUSTIC,

ROUGH-HEWN SURFACES THAT MIRROR THE ROCKY TERRAIN OUTSIDE

Charlotte Perriand's
name may be
synonymous with the
machine-age aesthetic
of her pioneering
collaboration with Le

Corbusier, but it's
her later work that
inspired us here-
in particular, Les Arcs,
the t96os ski resort
she helped design in

Savoie, France. The
dwellings she created
provided a modernist
envelope for warm,
woody interiors. Here,
a vintage Perriand
chair (foreground) sets
the simple tone for
a naturalistic decor that
includes a free-edged
organic screen by
John Houshmand and
prints by photographer
Henning Bock that stand
in for Les Arcs'glorious
mountain views. -c. oe p.

On wall, vintage sunburst

MtRRoR from Tom Thomas

Gallery, at lstdibs.com, and

Saulorme cuatn from Holly
Hunt on Larsen's Hiroko

raantc- On custom orroMAN
from Chelsea Workroom,
covered in Pollacks Dorothy'
Austrian swirl rglpor,
gt48, at gorsuch.com, atop
Bulgar runows, grgo to
g4oo, at bulgarusa.com. On
floor, horn and sterling
vases, Charlotte Moss, NYC.

Dan Pollock BowL, grJ25,

and brass DooRsrop, 9429,

both from Suite New York.

suiteny.com. John Houshmand's

Paulownia ScREEN. 212-

965-1238. Rear, TABLE from
Tucker Robbins, gt,t7o.

Pewter CANDELABRA, $375,

at vagabondhouse.com.

Artelano's log Cl-lalR, $2,995,

Lepere, NYC. PHoroGRApHs

from lumas.com.

IIOUSE & GAADEN.DECEI'lBER 2O0726
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l8k gotcl jewetry avaitabte at saks FifthAvenue and other luxury retaiters. For store
locations visit www.onlygoldusa.com or TEXT the word GOLD to GoLDz4 to download
'ONLY GOLD' jewetry cat.rtog and store locator. Norma[ messaging charges appl.y.
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DOMESTIC BLISS

EcoChic l-{oliday Gifts

THIS YEAR, MAKE YOUR LOVED ONES_AND TI-]E

PLANET-HAppY. ECO EDITOR ZEM JOAQUTN TRACKS

DOWN THE CHICEST GREEN GIFTS OF THE SEASON

 
I LOVE CALA LILIE5., AND THESE
AeE VE PI F LOEA-CEBT I tr I ED, WH I CH
MEANS THEY MEET CEETA/N
FNYIBONMENIAL AN D WOEKEB-
5AFETY sTANDAPDS FOB THE FLOWEE
INDUSTEY $60 FOA 20 5TEM3,
PLUS SHIPPING, trQOM OBGANIC
57YLE OE6ANiCSTYLE.COM,

THESE HANDBLOWN
PECYCLEOOLA55
PIECES ABE FIEED
IN 5UPFE-EFtrlCIENT
WIND-POWEBED
FUPNACE5. JUTE
COZY PITCHEA,
$2AA, AND GLA55E5,
i6O EACH, FPOM
ESQUE STUDIO.
503-ZA9-6392.

.TLJESE OPGANIC
COTTON NAP('Ns
ABE THE MO5T
ELE5ANT I'VE
FOUNA OPTOLAN
DOUBLE EMBEOIDEPY
NAPKIN, $34
EACH. AT (AIGHT,
2t2-6AO-5630.
(A,I6HT5HOPCOM.

P H OTOCBAP H E B 3E BAST I AN CO PELAND I]A5
A55EMtsLED TI.]I5 57UNN/N6 BOOK OF H15
PHOTOCPAPHS OF ANTAPCT'CA. THEY CAPTUBE
BOTH THE PEGION's WILD tsEAUTY AND 516N5 OF
DECAY DUE TO CLIMATE CHANGE. THE BOOK INCLUDES
WB/TTEN CONTEItsUTIONS EY MIKHAIL GOBBACHEV
AND LEONAEDO DICAPEIO, AMONG OTHEP5. $55,
EAATH AWA,PE EDITION5. AVAILABLE AT BOOKSTOEE5.

I'VE NEVEE SEEN ANYTIIIN6 LIKE
THESE THAOWS BY WOADNOTES,
MADE FEOM PECYCAELE PAPEP
YApN. THEY HAVE A PUSTIC,
TBANSPAPENT LAOK I LIKE, AND
THEY AAE THE PEAFECT WEI.HT
trop ALL trOUA 5EA30N5.69A0
EA..H. AT 5C)TT + CooNEP.
2 I 4 -74 A - 9 A3A. SCOT TCOO N E A.CO M.

THESE WOODEN SEEVEEs BY BAOST
AaE MADE otr P.EOI/CLED HAPDWOOD.
THEY MAKE A BOLD 5TATEMENT ON
YOUA D/Ni N6 TABLE AND ABE PEAFECT
trOE A HOLIDAY HOUSEWAPMING
GItrT $46 trOE A PAIA, AT UPAIVEA
HOME. 570-296-2026.

6
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AEC CAPPET T. HOME
15 A WONDEBtrUL
PE5OUPCE FOQ GAEEN
GItrTs, MY HOLIDAY
PICK THIS YEAP 15 THESE
LUXUBIOUS ORAANIC
coTToN TOWELS. $5A TO
b6A EACH. ABC CAAPET
ff HOME. tN NYC,2t2-473-3OAO.

CA
41, T4
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lG houseandgarden.com See our roundup of a year's worth of ideas for an eco-friendly holiday online.
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The
MILLION DOLLAR REACTIOI\

$ 200 und und,er.
Find all the sparkle she's wishing for in store or browse the wish book on sears.com
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DON'T JUST GIVE A GIFT

GrarrTffu),s6, Sears
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Passions 
1

Playtime
DOMBSTIC BLISS

WHY SHOULD KIDS HAVE ALL THE FUN? FLEX
WITH HIGH-DESIGN AMUSEMENTS MADE WIT

ND YOUR CREATIVE SKILLS_
lN MIND ey JrN RrNzr

YOU
H GROWN-UPS

R BRAIN-A

3

I Forger M€ Not
Mod fabric house Maharam's version

@
')4

of a classic memory game tests your
ability to match textile patterns by Paul

Smith, Alexander Girard, and others.
Maharam Memory Game, 956, Design
Within Reach. 8oo-944-22s3. dwr.com.

2?q[sdise Found.
Artist John O'Neill designed

this board game to highlight the
f ragile balance between
humanity and nature. His green

philosophy extends to the game's
packaging, which is made from recycled
soda bottles. Parad ice, 9189. 877 -752-9968.

seeth roughga mes.com.

3 Til@ stBla
Dominoes go glam with Albrizzi's chic
set in sprightly colors, sleekly packaged in
a mirrored box with Lucite top. Domino
set, $2r5, Vivre. 80o-4r-65]5. vivre.com.

4 
"erter:rFitBased on a tgth-century

woodblock print, this laser-cut
wooden toy elevates jigsaw
puzzles to an art form. Maple
Trees with Tekona Shrine,
595, Liberty Puzzles. 877-144-

't 442.. lib e rly puzz I es.co m.

sskg High
Erector Sets are just as

challenging-and fun-to build
now as when you were young.
Empire State Building kit, $60,
Metropolitan Museum of Art.
8oo- 662-3397. metmuseum.org.

6 rrivh rime
Know-it-alls will love Assouline's
fact-packed game books.
They're cultural history primers
and Trivial Pursuit rolled into
one. Gamebook slipcase, $120.
assou lineusa.com.

5 o
;

o

JU G houseandgarden.com For more grown-up puzzles and games, visit us online.
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The
MILLION DOLLAR REACTIOI\

$l 00 and und,er.
Find the Craftsmanotools he's wishing for in store or browse the wish book on sears.com
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DON'T JUST GIVE A G,IFT

Grartfk)o6, Sears



o DOMESTIC BLISS
English Channels

QUEEN ELIZABETH II'S RECENT STATESIDE VISIT CAUSED A STIR, AND
FASI-.{ION FORECASTERS POINT TO LONDON AS THE NEW EPICENTER OF THE
AVANT.GARDE. BRITISI-.I STYLE_IN ALL ITS FORMS_IS SUDDENLY THE RAGE

Cozy plaids and
tartans may be timeless,
but the subversive
has always played
an important role in
British style. Our
interpretation tries
to reconcile these
elements: we drew
from the traditional, yet
added a touch of
anarchy A la couturier
Vivienne Westwood
and the Sex Pistols.
A dresser topped with
an array of Union
Jack accessories and
studded cuffs may
scream punk, but itjust
isn't cricket without
a teacup and saucer.
The look wouldn't
be complete without a

nod to Her Majesty,
playful crown motifs
add a droll touch. God
save the Queen, indeed.

_GERALDINE DE PUY

Field Jacket pLAtD,948 per
yard, and Lillian FRlvE, gj5o,
both by Ralph Lauren l.lome.

888- 475-7674. Faux pearl

CHoKER, $5t2, by Vivienne
Westwood. 011-44-207 -439 -

ttog. Court Jester vUG,
gt5a for a set of four, Home,
James! Collection. 877-329-

8878. Porcelain HEN, $345,
and Corgi prN, g3,Z5o, from
Scully & Scully. 8oo-zzj-J7r7.
Linea Champagne BUcKET,

Ferrare With Company. 5to-
289 -4808. Hermds rEacup,
gzg5. hermes.com. Burberry
Brit csanv BnacELET, 9450,
and cashmere scARF, 9295, at
burberry.com. Gold-dipped
sterling ntNO, $425, at Azaara.

323-8s2-71oo. Rubelite and
diamond RrNG, 916,500, by
David Yurman. davidyurman
.com. TABLE, g4,zzo, Urban
Archaeology. 212-431-4646.

PRODUCED BY KIMBERLY GIESKE T PHOTOGRAPHED BY DON FREEMAN
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It's all about

ask your doctor about BOTOX Cosmetic.

Don't hold back! Express it all! Express yourself by

asking your doctor about BOTOX'Cosmetic.

Millions of women already have.

to some of your toughest questions

and to find a qualified doctor in

your area you can trust to help

you make your decision.

Log on to Botox0osmetic.com for answers

!flB.
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DOI{ESTIC BLISS

Yani oglrs*t Chxnoelt

Accessorize
a queen: Regal

Tiara RING in white
gold with diamonds,
g4,4oo, Garrard.
212-688-22o9.
garrard.com.

Kent velvet
throw PlLLow
with bullion
meas

inches
g6gs. Available
at Ralph Lauren
Home. ralph
laurenhome.com.

Queen Anne
aRMcHArR, $j,654,
available at Baker.

Pretty in pink:

Vera Wang
Princess EAU DE

rorLErrE by Coty
Prestige, $68.
Available at Macy's
department stores.
macys.com.

A Peorlg Queen
of Bow Bells,
buttons on canvas
anrwonx, by Ann

Carrington; price
upon request.
MDG Fine Arts,
London. ott-44-
2o7-4o9-78oo.

( Temperley
London for Mo6t
& Chandon
TIARA in silk with
embroidery and
beading, by Alice
Temperley. Custom
price per order.
212-219-2929.

Cha nging Guard
at Buckingham
Palace hand-printed
WALLPAPER by
Lizzie Allen; price
upon request.
Hamilton Weston
Wallpapers, U.K.

o11-44-2O8-940-4850.
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parentheses have a place
but not on your face
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tUVEOfRm* is a smooth injectable get your doctor uses to instantly smooth out

Ask your doctor about JUVEDERMi'To learn more, log on to www.juvederm.com or
call 877-FILLER MD (877-345-5376) to find a qualified doctor in your area.

Please see important treatment considerations for patients on the lollowing page.
By Prescrrption Only.

e

02007 Allergan,lnc. @ and rM marks owned by Allergan, lnc. JUVEDERMTM
mark owned by Groupe Corneal Laboratoires.
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those parentheses lines on the side of your nose and mouth. So smooth and

natural, everyone will notice (but no one will know). ,*TffUMTHE

CREATORS OFE
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JUVEDERM* lnjectable Gel

lmportant Patient Risk lnformation

ln the U.S., JUVEDERM* injectable
gel is indicated for injection into the
mid{o-deep dermis for correction of
moderate to severe facial wrinkles
and folds (such as nasolabial folds),
and is generally well tolerated. The
most commonly reported side effects
are temporary injection site redness,
swelling, pain/tenderness, firmness,
lumps/bumps, and bruising. Exposure
of the treated area to excessive sun
and extreme cold weather should be

minimized until any initial swelling
and redness have resolved.

lf laser treatment, chemical peel or
any other procedure based on active
dermal response is considered after
treatment with IUVEDERM*
injectable gel, there is a possible risk
of an inflammatory reaction at the
treatment site.

Patients who are using substances
that can prolong bleeding, such as

aspirin or ibuprofen, as with any
injection, may experience increased

bruising or bleeding at injection site.
You should inform your physician
before treatment if you are using
these types of substances. As with all
skin injection procedures there is a

risk of infection.

JUVEDERM* injectable gel should
be used with caution in patients
on immunosuppressive therapy, or
therapy used to decrease the body's
immune response, as there may be

an increased risk of infection. The
safety of JUVEDERM* injectable gel

in patients with a history of excessive
scarring (e.g., hypertrophic scarring
and keloid formations) and
pigmentation disorders has not been
studied. JUVEDERM* injectable gel

should not be used in patients who
have severe allergies marked by a
history of anaphylaxis or history or
presence of multiple severe allergies.
JUVEDERIVI* injectable gel should
not be used in patients with a history
of allergies to gram-positive bacterial
proteins. The safety of JUVEDERIVI*
injectable gel for use during
pregnancy, in breastfeeding females
or in patients under 18 years has

not been established. The safety
and effectiveness of JUVEDERIVI'"
injectable gel for the treatment of
areas other than facial wrinkles and
folds (such as lips) have not been
established in controlled clinical
stud ies.

Please go to vwwv.juvederm.com
to see a complete summary of
risks and complications.

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND DESIGN INSPIRATION

ADVERTISETMENT

HOUSE
&Garden

BECOME AN INFLUENTIAL

rI

Be included ond informed by joining the

House & Gorden lnfluentiols, o group of
design-driven stylesetters like yourself. Eoch

month you'll get the inside scoop on trode secrets,

plus exclusive offers, interoctive surveys, discounts

ond exclusive invitotions to speciol events.

THE INFLUENTIALS

JOIN TODAY!

hginfluentio ls.com
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Above: Pitchers from left to right, Juliska. St. Louis, Baccarat,

Namb6. Biedel. lvlatch. lvlichael C. Fina. Top: Juliska.
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IvtrcHAEL C.Frxn
manhattan 545 fifth avenue I 8oo.buy.fina

www.michaelcfina.com



BRONX\TLLE NY

A home lor all seasors. Distinctive fireplaces in the living
room, forma] durLng room. and family room. The well
proporuoned. user-friendly ultra modem kitchen offers an
adjacent den. The sun room opens to a pnvate oass
featunng gardens, tanulizing pool and sun-drenched
terrace. Six bedrooms including an enormous master suite
with luxury bath. Exceptional in every way $3,275,000

Co-op living at is level best. This nearly 2000 square [oot,
top-flbor apanment is the crowning glory of rhis sought-
after Midland Gardens building. Entry foyer with French
doors to the living room. The new kitchen has been
outfitted wrth the best brands and materials and opens to
the formal drring room. Four bedrooms, 3 pristine baths.
Ingenious custom closes throughout. Walk to fine dining
and upscale shopping. $1,190,000

An historic home blending period restorations and current amenities {or easy Easy sophisticated living indoors and out. Big, beautiful rooms flooded wrth
living and seamless enterta.ining. From the covered mahogany porch througfr hglx ln an open floor-p1an for continuous elegance. The living room with
each elegant room and into dre fabulous kitchen and family room, every inch fiieplace has a wall of windows viewing the exensjve grounds, terraces and
is sund"renched and high-ceihnged. Fireplaces in the tiving room, dining garilers. The family room opens to a play yard t]rat can accommodate all

room, family room and-a large &droom. Srx bedrooms in all, plus a homE lour fun and gamis. Four flexible bedrooms. ] ? Iarge baths. Central air.

office and play room. $2,950,000 Attached 2 car garage. $2,100,000.

(914) 337 -t234
L7'lrPark Place, Bronxville, NY 10708

BnoNxvrLLE-LEY Rner EstarE
Member Weslc/tester Rea/ Estate, Inc

www. B ronxvilleRe alE s tate . com

,s
J 'HiJ

G-='."ry

G Leave the rat roce
withowt becorning
et, cowntry vn0ase.

Bronxville Village is
15 miles/26 minutes

from Midtown.
Tlte best of all

poxible world.s.
NYBRONXVILLE BRONXVILLE VILIAGE, NY
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lVletropolitan by Wood-Mode.

1 50 East SEth Street
New
21

14942 lsland
11357

f.

York,
2*877-

0021
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For' home. For your life.
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Slow Cooker
Macaroni and Cheese

Makes 6 servings

4 tablespoons Cabot Salted Buttcr

l/4 cap all-purpose flour
3/4 teaspoon salt

4ll2cupsmilk
12 ounces (about 2 1/2 cups)

uncooked elbow macaroni

4 cups grated Cabot Extra Sharp or

Sharp Cheddar (about 16 ounces)

l/2 cup unflavored dry bread crumbs

2 teaspoons olive or vegetable oil

l. Placc buttcr in large microwave-safc bowl and covcr top loosely with
plastic wrap (ro prevenr spattcring); microwavc on high powcr until butter

is melted, about I minute. ,ff/hisk in llour and salt until *,ell combined and

microwave , uncovered, far I I llminutes longcr.

2, lfhisk in milk, adding it gradually at first; stir in macaroni. Microwavc,

uncovercd, for 5 minutes. Stir well to break up any clumps of macaroni,

then microwavc for 9 i.ninutes longer, or until sauce is thicke ned and

macaroni is starting to soften.

3. Lightly coat inside ofcrockpot with nonstick cooking spray or rub

with oil. Add macaroni mixture. Stir in chcesc until well combined.

4. In small bowl, work together breadcrumbs and oil with fingertips

until well blendedr sprinkle evenll,over macrroni. Cover and cook on high

"II
sharp

@
setting for I hour, or until tender and bubbling on edges.

Vermont
Owned bv Dairv Farmers

Since 1919

,-

i
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ffiru1

)
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For more about our co-op, awards, and recipes, visit cabotcheese.coop



This Desk Has Newel Written All Over It.
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NnwEL.

The Ultimate Destination For Antiques
Nrwrr, trc 425 Easr 53no Srngrr New YoRr, NY 10022 Tec 212-758-1970 Fex: 212-371-0166

www.Nnwel.coM INro@NeweL.coM



Entertainment you wear. Premieres August 21st
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EUHETUNE IILLEH
AND HARD-EDGED ABSIRACTION: UNDERPINNINGS AND CONTINUITY

NOVEXIBER 8, 2OO7-JANUARY 5, 2OO8
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SPANIERMAN MODERN
53 EAST 58TH STREET NEW YORK IOO22 (2r21 832-r4OO SPANIERmANTVIODERN.B|Z GAVIN@SPANtERt AN.COT\A
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Jack"Lion"Sculpture,

Large Mirror,

Dennurk 1932

ca. 1920

Oval Rug, Art Deco, France ca. 19j0

t

ii1]|1t,:':t:

,ie'i

30 E lftb Street. NYJY !900-3 i T.212-777-82t)q F.2lZ-771-8302 | email: BCAntiques@mac.com I www.BGoeckJcrAniiguls:qg-m 
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Insidc Track
TalLing Wth... David Stark
One of New York's top event planners, and author of Nopkins
wifh o Iwist, Stark spoke about his newfound passion for green
entertaining with House & Gqrden's Kate Auletta.
l-lG Tell us about your wonderful paper topiaries.
DS I created those for the National Design Awards Gala-held at
New York's Cooper-Hewitt museum this past fall-out of paper
recycled from my and the museum's offices. I liked the idea of
Versailles classicism reinterpreted in a contemporary material that
is pregnant with meaning. Looking around my office, I saw so much
waste-like printed-out e-mails-and this was a reaction to that.
l-lG What are some issues to consider in planning a green party?
DS Organic flowers are great, but you can't yet get the quantity
needed for a large event. So I use other natural products for
centerpieces. For one event we're using saplings. Afterward, they'll
be given to guests to plant or donated to an organization. Another
material l'm using is plastic water bottles. I make sculptures
or vases with them. I recently created curtains for a party using
'lg,ooo Benjamin Moore paint chips, which we later recycled.
I-lG Any tips for how to eco-entertain at home?
DS Avoid disposables. Yes, after a backyard cookout its easier
not to wash plates or cutlery, but it's not a huge effort when you
think of the effect on the environment. I always use cloth napkins,
whether it's breakfast by myself or dinner for zo. My rule of
thumb is if it holds water, it's a vase. l've used all kinds of packaging
that would typically be thrown away, including empty tomato
cans. Entertaining is a celebration, and we can do it responsibly.

rvrne D*.k
ln t957 actor-turned-decorator William Haines designed a sleek
partners desk for Los Angeles socialite Betsy Bloomingdale's
bedroom, complete with whimsical faux bamboo detailing
to match her decor. Fifty years on, William Haines Designs,
now headed by Peter Schifando and J. Jonathan Joseph, has

reissued the desk, which is wrapped entirely in leather,
with carvings in a hand-rubbed lacquer finish. "Betsy often had
friends over for lunch," Joseph says. "She entertained in

her bedroom-only female guests, of course." The desk stood
out from the wall so that Bloomingdale and her guests
could sit on either side. With its clean lines and faux exotic
trim, the desk-like all Billy Haines designs-is a wonderful
reminder of a bygone Hollywood, where ease and artistry went
hand in hand. williamhaines.com. -cERALDTNE DE puy

Born in Rhode lsland, and currently based in Los Angeles,
furniture designer CI.IARLES FRADIN mixes styles
from both coasts in his warm and witty designs. Now
Williams-Sonoma has asked him to design a line of
stationery and accessories based around kitchen themes.
The collection includes a recipe box and letter-pressed
bookmarks featuring Fradin's whimsical doodles of
cakes, crisp salads, and fresh fish. The line also includes
fun tote bags made of burlap or canvas and perfect for
carrying groceries. 8oo-54t-223J. -G. DE p.
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o DONIESTIC BI, ISS

Manhattan's East

rgn C"fi.ro
THIS DISCERNING DECORATOR AND SI-.]OP OWNER HAS BECOME THE MAN
TO CALL W]-.IEN A DECOR NEEDS THAT PERFECT FINAL FLOURISH av Javrs SrnvrN

Village. There the unusual
wildly wide-ranging
mix of offerings includes
such pieces as, I A los
woolen silk paisley rug,

$gs.2 A ship's wheel
rescued from a Chinese
junk and made of

, mountain ash, $5cs.

S A custom Schumacher

o

3
o
3

o

i

o

2
o

o
o

Chippendale-style settee
covered in a Villandry damask print in

Pomegranate, gJ,zoo. 4 An o.rng"
TaylorMade racing flag, gtgs for a set of
eight in various colors, and an lrish linen
Spirit o{ Sail tea towel by Ulster Linen

Co., $55. 212-414-882'1. caf ieroselect.com

paoDUCED BY KrvgEnrv GtEsxe

IN Hor-I.ywooD, they would call David
Cafiero a script doctor; if he were a player on
a baseball team, he'd be a late-innings relief
pitcher. "I love taking on projects from the very
beginning," says the decorator, who owns the
shop Cafiero Select in Manhattan's East Village,
"but I've been finding lately that I really like
coming in and adding the last ten or twentyper-
cent." Cafiero has an eye for the textured eclec-

tic-his store is filled with items as diverse as

Japanese prints, driftwood pieces, and sculptural
industrial ephemera. He has won the admiration
of clients like Chloe Sevigny (their collaboration
was featured in House & Garden's Jarru,ary 2oo7
issue) and art collector Nick Debs. But now
Cafiero has discovered a specialty niche in the
design world: he takes stock of a room's decor,
usually one put together by another decorator,
and then offers idiosyncratic touches that make

the environment sing. For a four-story town
house done in traditional Sister Parish florals,
Cafiero had the client's blessing to add an indus-
trial rwist, with metal desks and dressers. To an

apartment given a streamlined look by an archi-
tect, Cafiero added taxidermy and lamps fash-
ioned from oversized Italian wine bottles. Such

pieces, plus "boat parts, ship wheels, propeller
gears, and nautical rails, give a room a masculine
edge," he explains. Salesmanship, ahoyl

Cafiero relaxes

at his store,
Cafiero Select, in
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The Alacria Diva in 18 K yello

perfect example of Carl F. Bur

Lucerne since 1919, our pass

www.ca rl-f-bucherer.com

gold, set with 128 diamonds FC Top Wesselton vvs 2.40 cr is a

erer's unique philosophy. As an independent family business in

r for perfection and love of detail have never changed.
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CanrE BucHERER
FOR PEOPLE WHO DO NOT GO WITH THE TIIMES.
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dhmorojewelors
731 Anderson Avenue Cliffside Park, NJ e}t) 945-O53O
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DOMESTIC BLISS

Lardcr Cooki.s to Go

,sw FOR BUSY PEOPLE WITH LOFTY STANDARDS ABOUT GINGERBREAD,
CHOCOLATE, AND SAND TARTS, THERE ARE PLENTY OF DELICIOUS
MAIL-ORDER VERSIONS AVAILABLE FOR THE I-IOLIDAYS av Lona Zanuarr.r

V4exaarg Qucfitg
The holidays demarrd linzer
tarts from William Greenberg
Jr. Bakery in New York

City. Twelve raspberry-jam-
filled confections for g4z.

wmgreenbergdesserts.com.

.Artiscrt's Choice
Glazed Gingerbread
Tiles, imprinted
with designs from
traditional wooden
molds, are spicy,
moist, and delicious.
The s-by-q-inch
tiles are handmade
exclusively for
Williams-Sonoma
by Cobblestone
Cookies. $'16.50

for two. williams-

The Corn"rrcopia.
Enjoy the tasty
selections
in Dancing
Deer Baking

Company's
holiday
shortbread
cookie tin.
The assortment
of gingerbread
people, mocha
marble cookies, and

Snickerdoodles ships

nationwide. $t9.5o
per tin of 4z cookies.
da ncingdeer.com.

a..- -,

.4. New Sertsotiort
One Girl cookies
are the closest thing
to homemade. Our
favorite? Pumpkin
Whoopie Pies. Seasonal

selections are also
available. Gift box

of tz pies, gz4.

onegirlcookies.com

sonoma.com.

The Surprise
Mint Cookie Fixations from Fran's

Chocolates in Seattle deliver crisp
chocolate shortbread covered in

dark chocolate, with a

peppermint finish.

It

Out of thc West
Paulette's mocorons have created a stir in
Beverly Hills since the store's opening in

the fall. Luckily for everyone beyond gozto,

the store now ships. Choose an assortment
of flavors to fill a gift box of one dozen, $t8,

or two dozen, $35. paulettemacarons.com.
_b' G /fn
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4O lG houceandgardcn.com For more scc Lora Zat'ubtn's 1llog, l'lating.\round.
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ADVEHTiSTMENT

TNOUSE
&Garden

ART, MY 
""'=...,

Shop online of Artoissonce.com
for fun, fresh ortwork. Fine ort

reproductions con be custom-sized

ond ordered on either poper or convos.
Browse by color, style, orientotion, ond
more. Select your imoge, select your

size ond live with the ort you

love. lts thot simple.

ARTAISSANCE-
tift 15 onc blg.3nBr.[I

When Horry Slotkin introduced his first line

of frogronced condles olmost two decodes
ogo, he single-hondedly creoted o new lifestyle

cotegory-home frogronce. And now, he is
poised to chonge the woy we live once ogoin

with the introduction of the ScentPort, o

plug-ond-go scented device destined to
become o stople of modern living. The

ScentPort is o plug-in, scented oil diffuser
thot crosses oll generotions, ideolly suited

for ony spoce, o dorm room, o CEO's office,
o fomily room, o nursery, onywhere.

bothondbodyworks.com

SLATKIN & CO.

IF YOU TI.{INK YOU KNOW
CAL!CO CORNERS

...TI{INK AGAIN.

4,OOO+ designer fobrics in our stores,

of low everydoy prices.

2,OOO fobrics ovoiloble online.

Free fobric swqtches.

l5O window treotment & bedding styles.
25O fobulous furniture fromes.

ln-home consultotion.
Designer discount progrom.

IOO+ stores notionwide.
colicocorners.com

ColicoC*r**rs

a

SI..IOPPING FOR TI{E DESIGN-OBSESSED

.@t7-,

Morioni Gordens blooms with distinctive,
noture-inspired home occents.

And now the limited-edition Holidoy
Spice collection from Hillhouse Noturols
Form offers o fresh perspective in home

frogroncing, with seosonol notes of oronge,
clove, nutmeg, ond cinnomon wood.

Visit Morioni Gordens ond discover the
finer points of whot we hove to offer.

morionigordens.com

Y**ny,

EVENTS, PROMOTIONS AND DESIGN INSPIRATION

GO ONLINE TODAY TO ENTER THE DESIGN WE LOVE SWEEPSTAKES AND

wtN A $I,OOO SHOPPINc SpREE
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VISIT EXPLOREHOUSEAN DGARDEN.COM



the sound of great design

ADVERTISEMENT

Experience the full, dramatic impact movies and music are meant to deliver with
a Boseo Lifestyle@ DVD home entertainment system, featuring state-of-the-art technology
that automatically adjusts the sound to fit the unique size and shape of your room.

The home theater, like

every other room in the
house, should have clean

lines, simple patterns,

and reflect the style and
personality of the owner.
Pair a gorgeous, comfortable
room with an incredible
sound system, and you've
got an award-worthy
movie-watch i ng experience.

- Benjamin Noriega -Ortiz

For more information,
call 1-8OO-434-2073 ext 5052

or visit Bose.com/lifestyle -an lgE

rHE DESrcNrn I eEN.Jnr'4rN NoRtEGA-oRTrz
Architect, lnterior Designer, and Founder
of Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz, LLC
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After earning two Master's degrees in architecture,

from Columbia University and the University of Puerto

Rico, Benjamin Noriega-Ortiz launched his career at
John F. Saladino, lnc.. where he ultimately became

head designer. ln 1992, he established his own firm,

Benlamin Noriega-Ortiz. LLC, whose clients include

author Laura Esquivel, photographer Mark Seliger,

and musician Lenny Kravitz. Beniamin's work has

appeared in a variety of publications worldwide. and

he has been featured on HGTV EI, and Style. His new

book, Emotional Rooms, was recently published by

Simon & Schuster.
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Get the full home theater experience with Bose'sound.
The creak of a floorboard behind you. The roar of a crowd around you. ltt sound that brings movies, sporls and music

to life. Bose Lifestyle" home theater systems are engineered with unique technologies to reproduce sound with vivid

detail. Because room size, shape and furnishings can make even the most expensive system sound like one worth half

the price, Lifestyle' systems customize the sound to fit your room. So you hear rich, accurate surround sound. Plus, they

can be expanded to deliver music throughout your home, even outdoors. Hear one of our premium home theater

systems for yourself, and you may be surprised by what you've been missing.

IlrIl II

Designed for those who want a complete entertainment
system. lncludes built-in DVD/CD player, up to 340
hours of music storage and patented ulVusic' intelligent
playback system.

@ Lifestyle" V30 norn" theater sysrem

Designed for those who want to select their own
DVD player and other entertainment sources.

lVakes it easy to connect multiple audio and video
components, and then hide them from sight.

Lifestyle' 48 series rv
DVD home entertainment system

1 -800-434-2Ol 3, ext. 5052 Bose.com/lifestyle
Call or visit us online. And discover why Bose is the most respected name in sound

NEW

The picture is
only half the story.
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INDI]LGTNT PAIRINGS
ADVE RTISEM ENT

Savor a new taste in decadence with Ghirardelli lntense DarkrM chocolates. Rich, indulgent, and highly addictive,

this premium chocolate is the ultimate treat for sophisticated palates. And for a truly sublime twist, pair these

chocolates with tempting wine, spirits, and nibbles. Just follow the guide below and savor the luxury.
GH I RARDELLI

PAIRINGS:

' A snifter of Cognac or a glass

of Armagnac

' A touch ol black [/]uscat

' Dry red wine, such as Zinfandel

Syrah, or Cabernet
.Awarmcupof blacktea
. A glass of Cointreau@

NIBBLES:
. A sweet baguette
. Warm, toasted almonds
. A handlul ol dried cherries,

raisins, or igs

' A slice of brioche

TASTING NOTES:

lntense chocolate flavor is highly

aromatic with mocha, blackbeny,

and dark cherry noles.

PAIRINGS:

. A glass oi lriladeira or ruby Port

. A mug o{ steamed milk

. A sip of anisette

. A young Cabernet

. A cup of hot chocolate

NIBBLES:
. A tender brioche or croissant
. Fresh French toasl
. N/arshmallows to

make s'mores
. Tasty biscotli

TASTING NOTES:

Full-bodied espresso flavor blends

perf ectly with creamy, smooth

chocolate and spicy, dark cherry hints.

TASTING NOTES:

Crisp, clean flavor of zesty mint adds

sparkling contrast to smoolh and

seductive dark chocolate.

PAIRINGS:

. A glass of Bailey's lrish Cream@

' A snifter of brandy or Cognac
. A warm, herbal tea

' A glass o, milk

NIBBLES:
. A gooey brownie
. A slrce of cheesecake

' A handful of pretzels

' Macadamia nuts

TASTING NOTES:

Zesty orange bits and caramel

crunch provide delightf ul textural and

flavor contrast to the smooth, dark

chocolate

PAIRINGS:

. A glass of Sauterne or

GewUrztraminer

. Just a taste of orange l\,4uscat or

Grand lr,4arnrer@

. A nrg of coffee, espresso, o'

cappuccino
. A warm cup of iasmine tea

A few dried apricols or toasted

A spoonful of cottage cheese

almonds

NIBBLES:

' A bit of chdvre
. Awarm cream scone

TASTING NOTES:

Slightly sweeter dark chocolate

is blended with crunchy toffee and

caramelized almonds, creating the

perfect balance of sweet and salty

iavors.

PAIRINGS:

. Late harvest Riesling or Zinfandel

. A glass of lvluscat

. A warm mug ol chai

' A glass of cream Sherry

. A sip of Drambuie@

NIBBLES:

' Salt and vinegar chips

' Party-snack mix

. Salty snacks, Iike a handful

of popcorn

VISIT GHIRARDELLI.COM FOR RECIPES, SWEEPSTAKES, ONLINE STORE, AND MORE.
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INrnooucrNc Navz GnrnaRnnllr. INTTNSg DARK"' CuocorarE Bans.

With Intcnse Dark,'urre delir.er the most intcnsc chocolate
cxpcricncc bv selccrirrg thc bcst insrcdicnts rrnd conrbinirr.q thcm
rvith our cxcltrsivc bcarr blcnrl. Discover the uniquene ss .rl c,rch
vrrrietv, ancl lose \,ourself in the dark time after time .
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CHOCOLAiE

GHIRARDELUI _ MoMENTS oT TInaELESS PLEASURE'" t,rvrv.ghirarclell i.com



Uncork€d t Borde"u* Subli-.
DOMESTIC BLISS

TI..IE oRIGINS oF cuATEau PALMER Go BACK To AN
ENGLISH GENERAL, WHICH MAY EXPLAIN THE UNUSUAL

CI-.{ARMS OF Tl-llS GREAT WINE av Jav MctNpnNEv

SoME YEARS AGo, r wAS invited ro myvery
first vertical tasting at the'zt' Club. I envisioned
an affair without chairs, standing at the venerable
bar, but I learned to my chagrin that a vertical tast-
ing involved sampling different vintages of a single

wine-the verticality being temporal rather than
spatial. Happily for me, the wine in question was
ChAteau Palmer, from the Margaux appellation,
and I have been enthralled with it ever since.

I'm hardly the only Bordeaux lover to fall under
the Palmer spell. Although it was ranked as a
third growth in the 1855 hierarchy its reputation
has long exceeded that position-a fact reflected
in its price. (If you've had a bad fiscal year,

you might want to stop reading here.) Palmer has

a certain mystique, which is based in part on irs
perceived singulariry. For some reason, Palmer
often shines in offvintages and fails to dazzle
in purportedly stellar years. Sometimes it seems

almost Burgundian (aromatically), sometimes
like a Pomerol. It's unique among the wines of
Bordeaux's left bank, where cabernet is king, in
its high proportion of merlot (about half), which
may account for its unusual, supple character,
although the French are always more inclined
to credit topography and soil (what they call
tenoir) than grape varietal.

The estate is named after Charles Palmer, a

well-born English general who fought under
the Duke of S7ellington. Palmer was almost as

well-known for his success with the ladies of the
court as for his military victories; his decision to
purchase Chiteau de Gascq seems to have been
sealed during a "turbulent" stagecoach ride with
the beautiful Marie de Gascq. Palmer expanded
the Gascq estate and replanted the vineyards.
The general was his own best salesman and his
own worst enemy; his personal charm and his
friendship with the prince regent, the future
George I! helped to seal the estate's reputation
among the British aristocracy even as his extrav-
agance eventually led him to bankruptcy He was

forced to sell the estate in 1843. But the property
named for him was fortunate in its subsequent
stewards, including the P6reire banking family,
who built the eclectic, turreted, Second Empire
chAteau, which for architectural drama is rivaled
only by Cos d'Estournel, a few miles north on
the Route des ChAteaux.

For most of the past century, Charles Palmer's

love child has been in the care of four families who
have kept it on a steady course. The appointment
ofThomas Duroux as awinemaker in 2oo4 seems

like a good sign for the future. Duroux, who made

wine in Hungary and California after studying at
the University of Bordeaux, had already spent
three years as head winemaker at Ornellaia, the

46 PHOTOGRAPHED BY JONATHAN KANTOR
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Let's face it, women are natural investors. We invest our time, energy and love in the people

around us with the proficiency of experts. So what happens when it comes to investing that

other thing-our money? We should be pretty good at that, too, right? Women & Co. is a resource

brought to you by Citi. lt empowers you to be the master of your money. That means access to

investment education and classes, professionals and a network of like-minded women.

To learn more, talk to a Citibank or a Smith Barney representative or go to

www.womenandco.com

thinking
about the

future

planning
it now

O 2007 Citicorp North America, lnc.

INVESTMENT PTOdUCIS: NOT FDIC INSURED 'NOT BANK GUARANTEED . MAY LOSE VALUE

let's get it done"
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Money can't buy love,
but it can fund a great retirement.
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DOMESTIC BLISS

Uncorked

renowned Supertuscan estate. Partisans of
Italian wine might dispute the notion that
Palmer was a step up, but for a native son
like Duroux, who was born and raised there,
Bordeaux is Bordeaux is Bordeaux-the one

true homeland of cabernet and merlot.
XThen I ask ifhe had any doubts about

leaving Ornellaia for Palmer, he says, "Two
years ago, it wasnt so simple to answer that
question." But shortly after he moved, he
had a memorable lunch with a collector
who opened bottles of the r95r,' 59,' 45,' r8,
'zr, and 1869 Palmers-and then he had his
answer. If his experience was anJthing like my few encoun-
ters with the '5r, he might have imagined that he heard angels

singing. Reallygood-looking, naked angels. The'6r Palmer is
considered one ofthe great wines ofthe past century, but it is
closely rivaled by the '59, which Palmer's managing director,
Bernard de Laage de Meux, poured at lunch at the chateau a
few months ago. It inspired the longest taste note I have ever

written in my life. (I'll spare you.)
After Duroux's epiphanic lunch, he knew for certain why

he'd come to Palmer, and he had a better idea of the legacy he

.F.', .r.

TI-] E OEI\O FILE

At the B

r zooo Cuirrau Falr,rer Still at a very early stage, with lots of spicy vanilla, new oak,
and red currant fruit intertwined with licorice. With more cabernet than usual, this
needs six or eight years to show its stuff. To be released in the fall of'oA. $r9o and up.
r 2006 ALTEn Eco This is the junior version of the grand vin, with a similar but
more accessible flavor profile" Unlike its big brother, the Alter Ego will drink well on
release. g4o and up
r zoos Cxirnau Patven From one of the greatest vintages of modern times,
a burly Palmer that is still tightly wound, This may sorneday resemble the rgSr or the
1959. $25o and up
l2oos ALrER Eeo A puppyish version oi the big dog, this is already drinking well.
Opulent and fleshy, with soft, silky tannins. ga3 and up
r rlsq CHireaU paLlrER The zoo5 may someday resemble this: garnet color in the
glass, with a nose that suggests potpourri, mushrooms, cedar, fennel, and violets.
Delicate and complex. One of the best Bordeaux I've ever tasted. gt,oso to g2,ooo

For information on buying wine, go to houseandgarden.com and click on Wine & Food.

ST.GERMAIN COCKTAIL
Bees could make good bartenders. For
years, elderflower syrup-a nonalcoholic
nectar-has been a staple of English

garden party drinks as well as an herbal
tonic. Lately, the syrup has enjoyed
a vogue at trendy cocktail bars. Until now
surprisingly, no one has thought to use

elderflower to flavor a liqueur. The
lightbulb of ingenuity clicked on for the
makers of a new French brand called
St-Germain, which marries elderflower
essence with eau-de-vie-a grape-based
liquor-creating a beverage with a floral,
citrusy scent and a flavor reminiscent
of pear or lychee. Mixed with champagne
or Prosecco, St-Germain makes a cocktail
for all seasons, festive in winter, refreshing
in summer. lndeed, it's the bee's knees.

4 oz. champagne or Prosecco
z oz. St-Germain liqueur
4 oz. club soda or sparkling water

lce and lemon peel

Combine all ingredients in an ice-filled Collins
glass and stir gently. Garnish with lemon peel.

was entrusted with. So what is it, I asked him recently, that
makes Palmer so special? The grape composition (a.k.a. cdpage)

or the place (a.k.a. terroir)? Very sensibly, he thinks both: "'We

are located on the first terraces next to the river. Those areas

are known to be the best. X7e have a high percentage of mer-
lot. It is planted on the cabernet sauvignon terroiri which
means the best spots." He also points to the importance of
the human element. He has inherited a style, which he needs

to honor: "Our wines are known for their elegance and their
Burgundian style, and each team has tried to respect that."

ar

Unlike manyof the bigboys of Bordeaux,
for instance, Palmer seldom uses more
than 5o percent new oak in the making
of its grand vin. "\7e want density and
depth in our wines," Duroux says, "but
we have to respect the style offinesse and

elegance of construction."
Palmer shares a border with first-

gro\Mth ChAteau Margaux, and it's fasci-
nating to compare these two rivals. The
wines of the Margaux appellation are sup-

posed to be more graceful and more aro-
matically complex than their neighbors
in the more northern appellations of the
M6doc, although for many years Palner
was the only consistently great Margaux.
ChAteau Margaux returned to form
in the r98os, and recent vintages have

seen the resurrection of many venerable
estates, like Brane-Cantenac, Cantenac
Brown, d'Issan, Kirwan, Lascombes, and

Rauzan-S6gla. A11 of these vdnes shine in
the great zoo5 vintage, as does Palmer.

But, continuing its contrarian streak,
Palmer has also made great wines in the
unglamorous t999, zooz, and zoo4 vin-
tages. In case anyone is wondering what
to get me for Christmas.

tcF houseandgarclen.corn Catch up withJay \4clnerney's weeklywine pick and his b1og, Dining Out, oniine.

Bordeaux Subli*.
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Enjoy cooking perfection on all range tops including gas,
electric, ceramic and energy efficient induction cookers.

For the nearest retailer call us at 1 (8OO) 326-3933 or go to circulon.com/infinite
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...because you desetve a perlect crepe (every time)!

Heat conduction is the secret to even browning.
The thicker the base the more evenly the food
cooks. The average thickness of lnfinite circulon's
patent pending "Graduating Base" is far greater
than other hard-anodized pans and at least SOo/o
thicker than clad metal cookware.lnfinite Circulon's
technology will keep you in complete control from
simmer to sear.

I

Compare base thickness...
of the other leading gourmet brands and you wiil see why
lnfinite circulon is truly superior in even heat distribution.

INFINITE CIRCULCN Leading Hard-Anodized Brand Leading Ctad Metat Brand

cook with confidence! You will never have to worry about
hot spots or burning with lnfinite circulon. Bon Appetit.

uating Base"
6.22 mm-9.22 mm thickness 2,8 mm

=.
.:r'*'

/?-*

' r! {
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12 " Skillet 1 2 " Skillet

Basethickness 5 C nrm

12" Skillet



At Last...Enduring Beauty
lnfinite Circulon is the first and only Hard-Anodized

Nonstick Cookware that is completely dishwasher safe.

,4c

5
Outlasts all nonsticks. . .guaranteed !

We invented Hard-Anodized Nonstick and for over 22 Years,
lab tests continue to prove the Total@ Hi-Low Wave cooking

surface is #-1 for nonstick durability.
INFNff€
'Gillmreuu@m'

www.circulon.com/infinite
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PHOTOGRApHY I ICON I BOOKS 
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DESIGN DATEBOOK I edited by gregory cerio
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Like Alfred Hitchcock, Nancy Richardson knows that the rear
windows of a New York apartment often provide far more interesting
views than those looking onto the street. The open spaces-politely
known as courtyards-formed between the buildings that ring

the city's residential blocks are hives of activity in which you can see

construction crews, maintenance workers, and (of course) other
apartment dwellers coming and going. As Richardson says, "They tell
a fascinating story." A gifted amateur photographer, Richardson

had an idea for a way to employ a technique she calls a "still film", in a

single image she would capture not just a moment but a long span

of time in the life of the back of a building. To realize her concept, she

says, she "had to wait for technology to catch up with me." Digital

revolution to the rescue. For the photos she made, Richardson set up

fixed cameras on her balcony and took shots at intervals over
the course of a month. Working with techies, she sorted through the
thousands of images and essentially snipped out sections that
captured the scene, she says, "in the best light at each point in the
day." The snippets were then digitally assembled into a seamless

whole. "l wanted to force people to really read the image," Richardson

says of her works, which are printed on a large scale, as big as rz by

7 feet. A close look reveals the delight of the photos, shadows askew;

a worker or a resident standing, it seems, in two or three places at
once. Richardson has created a whole new way to discover a city. -o.c.
{ Ri.hard"on'. photographs will be on display through December
at the Cesar Pelli-designed U.S. Eastern District Courthouse, 225

Cadman Plaza East, Brooklyn, NY.]
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ICONi*i:*{;j;'i:Tlff:';I:T,ii"ii""::}:,:ui?i,",
designer scott salvator says of the cabaret that opened at Manhattan's carlyle
Hotel in t955. overseeing a recent renovation of the caf6, Salvator had the task o{
maintaining the feel-good vibe while injecting a bit of pizzazz. He started with soap.
The caf6's signature design element-graceful murals by Marcel Vertes-were filthy.
"Buckets of brown water came off after fifty years of people smoking," says Salvator.
He improved the performance space: the ceiling was raised to provide better
sound quality, acoustical panels made of denim were installed, and real stage lighting
took the place of track lights. He added new banquettes upholstered in fabric by
Brunschwig & Fils, and gave the bar a face-lift. "ln the fifties the idea was, if it has
liquor and ice, we're done," says Salvator, who brought in Dakota Jackson barstools
topped with Zoffany vinyl seat covers. "Nightlife used to be more casual. you can now
come to the Caf6 Carlyle and relive that spirit." thecarlyle.com. -GERALDTNE DE puy

BOOKS Here's a title that delivers on its
promise: INsPtEED SryLEs
(Assouline, g6s), in which rz high-

profile designers who have worked with Kravet and Lee Jofa discuss
the creative process. As House & Garden editor in chief Dominique

Browning notes in the foreword, we "see magic being made."
Beth Dunlop's smart, exceptionally well-informed Mlayr:

MEDTTEpnANEAN Sprgxoon 
^xD 

DEco Dnravs (Rizzoli, gzs)

runs from the time of the early settlers, who saw "the
possibilities for creating the paradisiacal," to the city's

concrete-and-glass present. Russlax Trxtues
(Abrams, g5o) catalogs the rich array of printed cloth

(who knew paisley could look utterly Russian?) made
for Central Asian bazaars ca. t86o to t96o.

. Just as fascinating as the fabrics themselves are

,/ the tgtt color photographs by Sergei Mikhailovich
Prokudin-Gorskii, who documented much of the

empire just before the revolution. ln the lively
social history Hotsr- (Yale, $j7.5o), A. K. Sandoval-
Strausz persuasively argues that "the hotel was

the physical manifestation of a distinctly American
vision of mobility, civil society, democracy, and,

ultimately, space." We need constant reminders of
global warming. Eantg Uxoen Frnr (University of
California, $35 ), by photographer-writer Gary Braasch,

is a vivid and frightening one, but a positive rallying cry.' AvazrNG Rane Tutxos (Yale, gSZSo) is just that: exquisite
drawings, paintings, and other artistic renderings of the

natural world, made when much of that world was still new
to its human inhabitants. One gift follows another, from
Leonardos depiction of a bear (ca. rago) to the beautiful
metamorphoses of insects in Surinam (ca. rzo5) by
Maria Sibylla Merian, a German naturalist. -KATRTNE aMEs
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"HawarraN MooEnH: THE ARcHtrEcruRE
oF VLADtMtR Osstporr," HoNot-ur-u
AcaoEvv oF ARTs Qussian-born
and Japan-raised. Ossipoff played an
important role in the Tropical Modernism
movement, creating architecture
that fused Western and Eastern influences
and was designed in response to
the landscape. honoluluacademy.org.

}s:g14aEn 6-Q
Anr Blspl Mravr BEacu The child of
Art Basel in Switzerland, the Miami Beach
fair combines art. fashion, music, and
design-and many
parties. Offerings from
2OO contemporary art
galleries will be seen,
and architects llerzog
& de Meuron will
be special honorees.
artbasel"com.

Drerxsen 7-3.!
"LrGxrwopxs: AN ExHrsrrroN
BY MaRcus TnpvoNro," Psrr-r-rps oE
Pupv a Co., NYC Tremontos
transcendent light sculptures. three
years in the making, will have their first
public viewing at the auction house's
showroom in Manhattan's Chelsea district.
The r6-odd pieces on view made of
materials such as acrylic and shaped
into simple yet arresting forms, like
the spiral design. above, announce the
appearance of a creative talent whose
work rivals that of such masters of
light as lngo Maurer. phillipsdepury.com.

Dg.*e Megp I
FINE Wrxr aND SptRtrs AucrroN,
Cuntsrts's, NYC Belly up to
the auction block. well-heeled
tipplers. Thanks to a recent
change in state law, auction
houses can again sell rare
liquor to the highest bidder.
Christies will hold the firsr

spirits auction in New York
since Prohibition. Vintage
cognacs, Armagnacs, and
aperitifs will be on offer,
with estimated prices ranging
from $z5o to $1oo,ooo.
Two highlights' a "super lot"
of more than 7oo bottles of
different Scotches (estimated
at $7O,OOO to $TOO,OOO)

and a botile of Macallan, left,
distilled in t9z6 (estimated
at $2o.ooo to g5o.ooo).
christies.com. -G. DE, p.
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Yp{E GLUCKM&M TSWC}'I

WITH SKILLFUL UNDERSTATEMENT, GLUCKMAN MAYNER ARCI-.]ITECTS RESTORES AND
EXPANDS AN ART DECO GEM FOR THE PHILADELPHIA MUSEUM OF ART by martin filler

The brick rear wall c,* the
landmark tgeT structure
forms cne flank of the
new:pine arcund which
the Perolman Building ia
arranged. 9plit concrete
tlocks front new galleries
for photography, cost*me,
*nd modern design"

GIVEN THE UNRELENTING torrent of new

buildings for art institutions everywhere, even

the most ardent architecture buff can fall victim
to museum burnout these days. Although we
should perhaps be grateful that the signal building
type ofour age is the art gallery rather than the
mental hospital, there is something borderline
crazy about the mania that seems to have spared

not a single museum board since Frank Gehry's

Qrrggenheim Bilbao opened ten years ago.

The expected formula-spectacular building
times major publicity equals big bucks-is far
from foolproof, however, as demonstrated by
Daniel Libeskind's recent addition to Toronto's

Royal Ontario Museum. There, attendance fig-
ures have fallen far short of projections. Staff

has been laid off. It's enough to make you wish
for a museum construction moratorium.

Awelcome antidote to such madness has arrived
in the form of the Philadelphia Museum ofArt's
Ruth and Raymond G. Perelman Building, by the

New York firm Gluckman Mayner Architects.
Art world insiders esteem Richard Gluckman
as one of today's most dependable designers of
spaces that display contemporary works to their
maximum advantage. He and his partneq David
Mayner, are particularly adept at converting all
sorts of existing structures into galleries that, at

their best, make purpose-built museums look
fussy and out ofsync with cutting-edge art.

In their latest effort, the partners were asked

to recycle a landmark building considerably more
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polished than the industrial relics they made rheir
reputation on. But the results demonstrate their
ability to do graceful every bit as well as gritry

In t927, the firm Zantzinger, Borie & Medary
completed the Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance
Company headquarters in Philadelphia, on a sire
directly across Benjamin Franklin Parkway from
the newly erected Philadelphia Museum of Art.
The flattened V-shaped layout of the Fidelity
Mutual structure conforms to the angular plot,
resulting from the diagonal of the parkway col-
liding with the city's seventeenth-century street
grid as decreed by Pennsylvania's Quaker founder,
William Penn. This irregular plot imparts a live-
liness that Zantzinger, Borie & Medary's stately
design might have lacked were it devised for a

routine rectangular property

The low-rise office building was an accom-
plished, if somewhat conservative, example of
Art Deco, which became a fad after the style was
validated by the Exposition Internationale des
Arts D6coratifs et Industriels Modernes in Paris
two years earlier. The Philadelphia insurance
building employed more classical motifs than the
typical Art Deco extravaganza,btt its Greek and
Roman touches gave it gravitas, further under-
scored by the structure's substantial limestone
facing and we€hry bronze fittings. Like many
other Philadelphia businesses over recent decades,
Fidelity Mutual moved its base of operarions to
the suburbs, and its erstwhile home sat empty for
years until the perfect reuse for it was divined.

Few museums are as resistant to expansion
as the Philadelphia Museum of Art, a perfectly
symmetrical temple that surmounts its hilltop

Red tile roofs, top, mark the
angular footprint of the
original building. r The entry
hall, above, preserves
the richly coffered ceiling
and inlaid marble floor.
rThe spine linking old and
new structures, right, is

faced with minimalist glass.

site with the inviolability of the Parthenon.
Since the museum had reached the full capacity
of its finite volume, there were only two options
for growth: an off-site annex or a subterranean
enlargement. Both ideas were evenfually endorsed.
Earlier this year, Gehry was named to design a

below-grade addition beneath the old building's
eastern approach, just as Gluckman Mayner's
conversion of the former Fidelity Mutual offices
was nearing completion.

If Gehry-hardlyprone to invisible schemes-
seems a curious choice for such a no-profile proj-
ect, then Gluckman and Mayner were entirely
in their element for their quite differenr task.
The Perelman Building houses a series of gal-
leries for changing displays of the museum's
photography, costume, contemporary sculp-
ture, and modern design collections, as well as

administrative offices and several research and
archival facilities, plus the obligatory caf6. arrd
gift shop. But instead of the exposed concrete
slab structure these architects (Cont. onpage ryo)
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SOI-J S r'le e
IN TI{E KIDS'CORNER

WI.{EN CI-.IARLES BEST CREATED DONORSCI-]OOSE, I-.IE GAVE TEACF.IERS A WAY
TO UNDERWRITE ALL KINDS OF PROGRAMS FOR Tl-.lElR STUDENTS by katrine ames

Best stands in the
colorful school garden
that was created in

memory of Andry Vega,

a Brooklyn first-grader.
A teacher planned it,
tke students planted it,
and everyone uses it.

SECULAR SAINTS are hard to come by these

days, but you can find some of them working mir-
acles in a dingy loft in Manhattan, at the office of
DonorsChoose.org. In zooo, Charles Best, a recent

Yale graduate who was teaching at a Bronx high
school, and his colleagues often talked about things

they would do with their classes if only they had

the money That spurred Best to set up a nonprofit
organization to fund proiects that public school

teachers envisioned but couldn't possibly afford.
He started small, with rr proposals from his friends.

But in seven years, Best's DonorsChoose.org has

raised more than $r3 million for such things as field

trips, lab equipment, bats and balls, seed

germinators, musical instruments, and
cooking gear, with every project fueled

by a teacher's passion and imagination.
Still, DonorsChoose has rankled some

education administrators. As Best says:

"Teachers go public with needs that would
otherwise be papered over."

Like many inspired ideas, Best's works
because it's simple and immediate.Teachers

from across the country submit propos-
als to the DonorsChoose staff. If projects

are approved, they're posted on the'Web
site donorschoose.org, where potential
donors search for something that piques

their interest. The feedback is like noth-
ing else on earth. Teachers and students

send thank-you letters and snapshots

of the kids doing what the donor made

possible. "Donors don't write hundred-
dollar checks that go into a black hole,"

the amiable Best says. "The letters and

photos were part of the idea from day

one. I was trying to test out whether stu-

dents would be grateful or just think it
was morework." It isnt. For instance, after

seventh-graders in a low-income city
school received paperback c opies of Zlatal
Diary, by a girl enduring the Bosnian war,

one student wrote, "I thought I had it
tough until I read this book." Another said,

"Thank you. Nobody ever cared about us before."

Nadine G. Reis, who teaches at a hard-pressed

Brooklyn elementary school, has had 25 proiects
underwritten. Last Decembeq six-year-old Andry
Vega dashed across the street on his way from
school and was killed. "He was such an upbeat kid,"

Reis says. She wrote a proposal for a memorial gar-

den and soon had everything she needed, includ-
ing dirt. "Every single kid in the school planted a

floweq" she says. "It was really a community proj-

ect." Reis only recently met Best, by chance. "I
tend to get a little cynical sometimes," she says, "but

Charles makes you believe in mankind."
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All the sound without all the wires.

The Bose'Wave'
music system

Just plug it in and hear what you've been missing.
With the Bose Waves music system, there are no stacks

of components. No tangle of wires. No dials to adjust.

Advanced Bose technologies inside this small sysrem

work together to fill the room with the acclaimed
performance that has made Bose the most respected

name in sound. Stephen \X/illiams of Neu.,sday says,

"the equipment disappears...And what's left is music
that's much, much bigger than you'd expect." Cleaq
realistic sound that you may have only thought possible

from a much larger, more complicated stereo. In fact,
Forbes FYI reporrs that "you'll think you're listening
to a...sound system that costs five times more."

A roomful of premium sound...not wires. you buy
a sound system to listen to music. Not to spend hours

setting up equipment and

connecting wires. \7ith the
lUave8 music system, you'll
experience rhe pleasures of
Bose quality sound moments

after you open the box. Jonathan
Thkiff of the Philalelphia Daily
News says this "extraordinary

Enjoy the acclaimed performance in so many ways.
Listen to the Waves music system in your living room,

kitchen, bedroom, wherever you want better sound.

Everything you need is built in: CD/MP3 CD player,

FM/AM tuner, clock and alarm. You control them all
with a convenient, credit card-style remote. Connect an
additional audio source if you like, and hear lifelike
sound from your TV or MP3 player. An optional Multi-
CD Ghanger makes it easy to listen ro your favorite music
for hours. Dick DeBanolo, The Giz \7i2, says, "lf you get

a chance to hear one of rhese new sysrems, take itll"

Try it for 30 days, risk free. Use

our Excitement Guarantee to
experience the Wave' music

system in your own home risk
free for 30 days. \7hen you cali,

ask about making 12 easy pay-

ments, with no inreresr charges from Bose.* Order your
'Wave8 music system with rhe Multi-CD Changer by
December 31,2007, and save $50. You'll soon discover
how delightfully simple it is to enjoy Bose sound.

To order or learn more:

1 -800-925-97 38, ext. Tt230
www.Bose.com/WMS

Bectqsotundthrough reseritdta

Shown with optional Multi-CD
Changer in Graphite Gray.

performer...couldn't be easier to operate." Plug it in, slip
in a favorite CD, and that's it.

sAvE $50
when you order the

Wave@ music system
with our Multi-CD

Changer by
December 31, 2007.
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TI{ E I{ O US EAN DGAR D E NSTO R E.COM
DECORATE YOUR WALLS WITH BEAUTIFUL IMAGERY FROM TI.IE PAGES OF T{OUSE & GAR'DEN.
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TO PURCHASE THESE PRINTS GO TO: SHOPHGI.COM

FOR 20% OFF ENTER PROMO CODE AT Cl.IECKOUT: HGI2D
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" Pluin wall. ur" the refuge of the artistically destitute.
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Cachepots don't have

drainage holes, so

don't overwater. Add
pebbles to keep plants

from sitting in excess

water. Two-tone ceramic
bowl by New Zealand

artist Susannah Bridges,

$285. essenze.co.nz.

Inthc ar en
Cachepots Sho*.ur" your favorite horruplant or seasonal urrung"ment

ese arresting contain sv Me Ltssa Ozawain th
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Top row: Zinc rabbit, g25o, Takashimaya.8oo-753-2058. Hand-thrown white earthenware cachepot, g5oo, Frances Palmer Pottery. francespalmerpottery.com,
Jardin Celeste candle pot, g66, Raynaud. devinecorp.net. Gio Ponti vase in Spring from the Four Seasons collection, $288, Bergdorf Goodman.
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whitef orestpottery.com.
D6coupage pink hyacinth cachepot,

Pot, $95, l-.ledstrtim & Judd.
by artisans in Peru, 9695. At mossonline.com.
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IN THE GARDEN

OneG ner'sAlmanac

ur" d

TH E CANAR I E S are deserting the coal mine - that, more or less,

is the message of a report from the NationalAudubon Society

Ertvironmentalists have long blamed the destruction of habi-

tats in Central America, a winter haven for many species, as a

primary cause of population declines among North American

songbirds. That's true, says Greg Butcher, Audubon's director of
bird conservation, but it's not the whole story He and other
ornithologists began noticing that the declines were worse in
some areas ofthe United States than in others. Songbirds have

been particularly hard hit in the eastern half of the United
States and in a thin strip along the Pacific Coast-areas that
have experienced the worst of suburban sprawl in recent
decades, with the consequent degradation ofnatural habitats.

Butcher has the facts to prove it. Every year since r9oo,

Audubon has compiled a nationwide bird census, drawing

on observations from thousands of volunteer birdwatchers
who participate in its Christmas Bird Count. Since 1956, this

tally has been matched by another volunteer count, the

North American Breeding Bird Survey, conducted by the

U. S. Geological Survey and the Canadian \Tildlife Service.
'W'hat these censuses reveal is that while a few bird species,

such as American robins and American crows, which flourish

Bird Flight Thg songbirds that gardeners love

isaooearins. but there are measures that homeowners can
' ' tuk" tZ 

"n.orrage 
the birds return sv rov cHnrsropsEn

in man-made landscapes,
are holding steady or increas-
ing, there has been a precipi-
tous drop among birds that
requi re substantial territories
of natural habitat, whether
grassland, shrubland, or for-
est. The northern bobwhite,
a grassland bird, has decreased

in number by 8z percent over
the past 40 years. The whip-
poor-will and the ruffed
grouse, both woodland natives,

have declined by 57 percent

and 54 percent, respectively, over the same period, while the

American bittern and the little blue heron, wetland natives, have

declined by 59 percent and 54 percent.

In short, reading Butcher's report on the status ofzo com-

mon songbirds is, for anygardenerwho considers these creatures

essential elements of the landscape, like opening the paper to find
an obituary for halfyour friends. It is also sobering from an envi-

ronmental point ofview Because they are so visible and because

theyhave so many avid observers (one in fiveAmericans identifies

as a birdwatcher), songbirds are a premier "indicator" species-

that is, a species whose health serves as an index ofthe health of
an ecosystem as awhole.'When the number of songbirds crashes,

it's not just birdJoving gardeners who should be worrying.
It is gardeners, though, who can play a key role in reversing these

declines. Our greed for acreage, accordingtoJim Gibbons, a land-

use specialist with the University of Connecticut Cooperative

Extension System, is atthe heart ofwhat drives sprawl. Population

growth has slowed throughout most of the Northeast and the

Midwest. The population of Connecticut (my home state), for
example, increased or,ly n percent over the past generation.

Yet, in the same period, the amount of acreage devoted to resi-

dential use more than doubled, and Connecticut led the nation
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Take advantage of our
7-DAY FREE TRAL OFFER.

Visit AmbienCR.com or call 1-800-799-3607.

AMBIEN CR is indicated for the treatment of insomnia

lmportant Safety lnformation

*Proven effective for up to 7 hours in clinical studies.

AMBIEN CR is a treatment option you and your healthcare provider can consider along with lifestyle changes and can be taken for as long
as your provider recommends. Until you know how AMBIEN CR will affect you, you shouldn't drive or operate machinery. Be sure you,re
able to devote 7 to 8 hours to sleep before being active again. Sleepwalking, and eating or driving while not fully awake, with amnesia for
the event, have been reported. lf you experience any of these behaviors contact your provider immediately. ln rare cases, sleep medicines
may cause allergic reactions such as swelling of your tongue or throat, shortness of breath or more severe results. lf you have an allergic
reaction while using AMBIEN CR, contact your doctor immediately. Side effects may include next-day drowsiness, dizziness and headache.
It's non-narcotic; however, like most sleep medicines, it has some risk of dependency. Don,t take it with alcohol.

.#i%{*.%"/

AMBIENCR
IIOIP DEM IARIIA]I il]INDED RIEASE] @
625-re& 12.ffi ffil\@trlrcTAffi

A good night's sleep from start to finishl"
Please see important patient information 0n adjoininq page.

le sleeping?
,, . , ,,:l AMBIEN helps you, ' ', fall asleep and

Most sleep aids only
help you fall asleep

Tloub

I ti :-l' r: l'll'
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Your doctor has prescribed Ambien CR to help you sleep. The following information is intended to guide

you in the sale use of this medicine. lt is not meant to take the place ofyour doctor's instructions. ll you

have any questions about Ambien CR tablets be sure to ask your doctor or pharmacist.

Ambien CR is used to treat ditferent types ol sleep problems, such as:
. trouble falling asleep
. waking up often during the night

Some people may have more than one ol these problems.

Ambien CR belongs to a group of medicines known as the'sedativeihypnotiG", or simply, sleep

medicines. There are many different sleep medicines available to help people sleep better. SIeep

problems are usually temporary, requiring treatment for only a short time, usually 'l or 2 days up
to 1 or 2 weeks. Some people have chronic sleep problems that may require more prolonged use

of sleep medicine. However, you should not use these medicines for long periods without talking
with your doctor about the risks and beneliti of prolonged use.

Most common side etfeds:
. headache
. somnolence (sleepiness)
. diziness

You may find that these medicines makeyou sleepy duringthe day. How drowsy you feel depends upon
how your body reacts to the medicine, which sleep medicine you are taklng, and how large a dose your

doctor has prescribed. Daytime drowsiness is best avoided by taking the lowest dose possible that will
still help you sleep at night. Your doctor will work with you to find the dose of Ambien CR that is best

for you.

To manage these side effects while you are taking this medicine:

. When you first start taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine until you know whether the med-

icine will still have some carryover e1fect in you the next day, use extreme care while dotng an1'thing

that requires c0mplete alertness, such as driving a car, operating machinery, or piloting an aircraft.
. NEVER drink alcohol while you are being treated with Ambien CR or any sleep medicine. Alcohol

can increase the side effects ol Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.
. Do not take any other medicines without asking your doctor first. This includes medicines you can

buy without a prescription. Some medicines can cause drowsiness and are best avoided while

taking Ambien CR.

. Always take the exact dose o{ Ambien CR prescribed by your doctor. Never change your dose

without talking to your doctor first.

There are some special problems that may occur while taking sleep medicines.

"Sleep-Driving' and other complex behavion: There have been reports of people getting out of bed

after taking a sleep medicine and driving their cars while not fully awake, often with no memory of the

event. lf you experience such an event, it sh0uld be reported to your doctor immediately, since'sleep-

driving" can be dangerous. This behavior is more likely to occur when Ambien CR is taken with alcohol

or other drugs such as those for the treatment of depression or anxiety. 0ther c0mplex behaviors such

as preparing and eating food, making phone calls, or having sex have been reported in people who are

not fully awake after taking a sleep medicine. As with "sleep-driving", people usually do not remember

these events.

Memory problems: Sleep medicines may cause a special type of memory loss or "amnesia." When this

occurs, a person may not remember what has happened for several hours after taking the medicine

This is usually not a problem since most people fall asleep after taking the medicine.

Memory loss can be a problem, however, when sleep medicines are taken while traveling, suth as

during an airplane flight and the person wakes up be{ore the etfect of the medicine is gone. This has

been called "traveler's amnesia."

Be sure t0 talk to your doctor if you think you are having memory problems. Although memory

problems are not very common while taking Ambien CR, in most instances, they can be avoided if you

take Ambien CR only when you are able t0 get a full night s sleep (7 to 8 hours) before you need to be

active again.

Tolerance: When sleep medicines are used every night for more than a {ew week, they may lose their

effectiveness to help you sleep. This is known as "tolerance". Sleep medicines should, in most cases, be

usedonlyforshortperiodsoftime,suchas1or2daysandgenerallynolongerthan1or2weeks ll
your sleep problems continue, consult your doctor, who will determine whether other measures are

needed t0 overcome your sleep problems.

Dependence: Sleep medicines can cause dependence, especially when these medicines are used

regirlarly for longer than a few weeks or at hiSh doses. Some people develop a need t0 continue

taking their medicines. Thls is known as dependence or "addiction."

When people develop dependence, they may have ditficulty stopping the sleep medicine. lf the

medicine is suddenly stopped, the body is not able to functi0n normally and unpleasant symptoms may

occur (see Withdrnwol. They may find that they have to keep taking the medicines either at the

prescribed dose or at increasing doses iust to avoid withdrawal symptoms.

All people taking sleep medicines have some risk of becoming dependent on the medicine. However,

people who havi been dependent on alcohol or other drugs in the past may have a higher chance of

becoming addicted to sleep meditines. This posibility must be considered before using these

medicines for more than a few weeks.

Copyright, sanofi-aventis U.s. LLC 2007 AM B-APR07-l FP-Aa Revised April 2007

lf you have been addicted to alcohol or drugs in the pa$, it is important to tell your doctor before

starting Ambien CR or any sleep medicine.

WithdrawaL Withdrawal symptoms may occur when sleep medicines are stopped suddenly after being

used daily for a long time. ln some cases, these symptoms can occur even ifthe medicine has been used

{or only a week or two.

ln mild cases, withdrawal symptoms may include unpleasant feelings. ln more severe cases, abdominal
and muscle cramps, vomiting, sweating, shakiness, and rarely, seizures may occur. These more severe

withdrawal symptoms are very uncommon.

Another problem that may occur when sleep medicines are stopped is known as "rebound insomnia.'
This means that a person may have more trouble sleeping the first few nights after the medicine is

stopped than before starting the medicine. lf you should experience rebound insomnia, do not get

discouraged. This problem usually goes away 0n its own after 1 or 2 nights.

lf you have been taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine {or more than 1 or 2 week, do not stop

taking it on your own. Always follow your doctor's directions.

Changes in behavior and thinking: Some people using sleep medtcines have experienced unusual

changes in their thinking and/or behavior. These effects are not common. However, they have included:

. more outgoing or aggressive behavi0r than normal

. confusion

. strange behavior

. agitation

. hallucinations

. worsening ol depression

. suicidal thoughts

How often these effects occur depends on several factors, such as a person's general health, the use of

other medicines, and which sleep medicine is being used.

It is also important to realize that it is rarely clear whether these behavior changes are caused by the

medicine, an illness, or occur on their own. ln fact, sleep problems that do not improve may be due to

illnesses that were present before the medicine was used. l{ you or your lamily notice any changes in

your behavior, or if you have any unusual or d;sturbing thoughts, call your doctor immediately.

Pregnancy: 5leep medicines may cause sedation 0l the unborn baby when used during lhe last week
of pregnanq.

Be sure to tell your doctor if you are pregnant, if you are planning to become pregnant, or il you

become pregnant while taking Ambien CR.

To ensure the safe and effective use of Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, you should observe the

{ollowing cautions:

'1. AmbienCRisaprescriptionmedicineandshouldbeused0NLYasdirectedbyyourdodor.Follow
your doctor's instructions about how to take, when to take, and how long to take Amblen CR.

Ambien CR tablets should not be divided, crushed, or chewed, and must be swallowed whole,

2. Never use Ambien CR 0r any other sleep medicine for longer than directed by your doctor.

3. lfyoudevelopanallergicreactionsuchasrash,hives,shortnessofbreathorswellingolyourtongue
orthroatwhen usingAmbien CRorany othersleep medicine, discontinueAmbien CRorothersleep

medicine immediately and c0ntact your doctor.

4. lfyounoticeanyunusualand/ordisturbingthoughtsorbehaviorduringtreatmentwithAmbienCR
or any other sleep medicine, contact your doctor.

5. lell your dortor about any medicines you may be taking, including medicines you may buy with-

outaprescription.Youshouldalsotellyourdoctori{youdrinkalcohol. D0NOTusealcoholwhile

taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine.

6. DonottakeAmbienCRunlessyouareabletogetafullnight'ssleepbeforeyoumustbeactiveagain.
For example, Ambien CR should not be taken on an overnight airplane fllght o{ less than

7 to 8 h0urs since 'traveler's amnesia" may occur.

7. DonotincreasetheprescribeddoseofAmbienCRoranyothersleepmedicineunlessinstructedby
your doctor.

8. When you fi6t start taking Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine, until you know whether the

medicine will still have sme orryover ef{ect in you the next day, use extreme care while doing

an),thingthat requires complete alertness, such as driving a car, operating machinery, or piloting an

air.raft.

9. Be aware that you may have more sleeping problems the first niSht after stopping Ambien CR or

any other sleep medicine.

10. Be sure t0 tell your doct0r if you are pregnant, if you are planning t0 become pregnant, or if you

become pregnant while taking Amblen tR or any other sleep medicine.

11. As with all prescription medicines, never share Ambien CR or any other sleep medicine with anyone

else. Alwayi storeAmbien CR or any other sleep medicine in the original containerthal you received

it in and st0re it out 0f reach of children.

12. Ambien CR work very quickly. You should only take Ambien CR right before Soing to bed and are

ready to go to sleep.

Ambien CR'* @

(z0lpidem tartrate extended-release tablets)

sanoli-aventis U.S. LLC

Bridgewater, Nl 08807

INfOIMATION TOR PATITNTS
Ambien CRtlo 6l
{zolpidem tartrate extended-release} tahlets

1NTORMINON TOR FATIENTS TAKING AMBIEN CR
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IN THE GARDEN

Onc Gardcner's Almanac

in percentage of farmland lost to development
between l.997 ardzooz..

Development brings roads, which play a key
role in habitat degradation. Roads open formerly
remote areas to predators such as coyotes and
domestic cats. A four-year study in N7isconsin
estimated that cats in that state's rural areas
killed as many as zr9 million birds annually
Roads also serve as entry points for invasive
species. The noise of traffic disturbs wildlife,
reducing the reproductive rate of songbirds and
affecting migratory patterns. Sprawl feeds on
itselI too: suburban development raises properry
taxes and land values, prompting the breakup
of larger tracts into ever smaller parcels and
fragmenting habitats into unsustainable islands. Sprawl also
brings lawns - biological no-mant-lands that offer songbirds
little except exposure to predators and chemicals.

The old solution for protecting habitats-the public pur-
chase of land for open space -is inadequate to deal with such
a ubiquitous threat. More imaginative leveraging of pub-
lic funds, howeveq can have an impact, as New york City,s
W'atershed Agricultural Council has proved. Established in
1993 as part of the city's effort to prorect its water quality,
\7AC has worked with landowners in the region,s 2,ooo-

dominant local landscape type. In a forested
neighborhood, a woodland garden is the obvi-
ous choice; if you live near grasslands, even
the artificial prairie of an airport, a grassland
garden would be appropriate. Emphasize the
plant species indigenous to your area, he urges.
"Native" is a term that is often used loosely to
indicate any plant originating within the bound-
aries of a state or nation. Butcher recommends
contacting local native plant societies to iden-
ti$,what is truly indigenous to your area.

Minimize roads and driveways, Gibbons sug-
gests. A road narrow enough to allow tree
branches to meet over it does far less to frag-
ment forest habitat than one so wide that ir

makes a permanent interruption in the canopy For advice on
arranging plants in bird-friendly designs, and for advice on ame-
nities such as birdbaths and nesting opportunities that can
make your garden more attractive to songbirds, Butcher sug-
gests consulting the Web site for Audubon at Home or the
newest edition of TbeAudubon Society Gaide toAttraaingBirds.

"'S?'e've got to look," insists Butcher, "in our own back-
yard, as well."
G houseandgarden.com Get gardening advice from
Tom Christopher at his Gardeneis Almanac online.

Re.sources for
th,e Bird-Lovirr.o.t
$ard,anar
I Audubon at Home.

a ud u bon.org/bird/at_home/.
I The Audubon Societg
Guide to Attrocting Birds,
by Stephen W Kress. Second
edition, Cornell University
Press,2oO6.
I Directory of regional native
plant societies: "North
American Native Plant Society
Associations." nanps.org/
associations.as px.

square-mile watershed to upgrade
farming and forestry practices, and so
minimize pollution, and also ro protect
the regiont rural character.

XTAC has cooperated with local farm-
ers, purchasing development rights so
that they can exrract equity from their
land without selling it, while the city
compensates the communities for con-
sequent losses in tax income.'WAC has
matched available federal funds to per-
suade farmers to take sensitive stream-
side land out ofproduction, has planted
trees to stabilize banks, and has even
found grants for farm beautification to
foster increased tourism.'S7AC also pays
local forestry consultants to develop
management plans for landowners so
they may boost long-term income while
safeguarding viater qualiry through
woodland habitat enhancement. In this
way hundreds ofthousands ofacres have
been protected for a fraction ofwhat it
would have cost to run a filtration sys-
tem for one year.

Action must also come at the personal
level. Butcher urges gardeners to design
their plots to fit the local context: gar-
deners should work in the vein of the
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IN THE GARDEN

Plants C Love
Unusual Cv"lrtr.nt Th"r" .h""rfrl holiday standbyt ur"

getting u ,r.h n""dld ,u[,"ou"r, with new .olorc unJ thup"t

As harbingers of the
holidays, potted cyclamens
(Cgclomen persicum) are
nearly ubiquitous. They
appear in the fall, trussed in

gaudy foil, at supermarkets,
nursery centers, and florists.
It's easy to grow tired of
them (especially in March,
when stragglers languish on

the sale table). However,
growers are hard at work
with new striped, ruffled, and
miniature hybrids, left.

Racorrtm.elnd.en
Vorieties
Hans Gerritsen of the
Hortus Group specializes
in the selection of vigorous,
seed-propagated Ft

hybrids, bred in Europe,
that bloom from fall to
spring. He says to look for
these varieties in your
garden centers soon: ruffled
(Butterfly and Halios series),
silver foliage (Sterling and
Silverado series), miniatures
(Metis and Miracle series),
and those bred for fragrance
(Latinia and Laser series).

?la.ntCane
Unlike species cyclamens
such as C. coum and
C. hederifolium, which are
grown outdoors, C. persicum
hybrids are most often
houseplants. They like
bright, indirect sun and a

cool environment, so

keep them away from heat.
Water when the soil ls dry
but before the plant wilts.
Cyclamens are becoming
popular as bedding plants in

warmer parts of the country.

PHoroGRAPHso ev Trnnv HEFFERNAN
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T6ts gear's (ottest gift
is /i&e two gifts in sne.

6n air fresfrener witfr scents
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welcome to bed-

The GrandBed
byTempur-Pedic*

I

I

We invite you to learn more about our science and experience our soul
Visit www.tempurpedic.com or call 1 -888-81 8-4039

The Grand Bed. The BellaSonna Bed.
Luxu ry... Necessity...

Or both?

L

NE**l

At Tempur-Pedic'we really do believe
a better bed will change your life.

It seems the whole world is coming around to what we've always known:
Better sleep willenhance the quality of your life. That's why our unique pressure-relieving

TEMPUR'material is designed to provide Night-time Renewalfor body and mindl"

Now, as to whether your prefer the plush luxury of The Grand Bed,

or the superb buoyant comfort of The BellaSonna Bed...
well, you might have to sleep on that one.

The BellaSonna Bed
byTempur-Pedic*

TEMPUR
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Alberto Pinto paired a vintage ltalian gilded iron table with chairs in a graphic zebra print for this Manhattan dining room. Art by Mimmo Rotella.
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Manhattan high-rise, opposite page. !A black
lacquer, Greek key pattern accents thecrdme
closet doors in the master bedroom, this page,
where a pair of armchairs by Kim Moltzer in
Pinto's Satin Fred in Opaline, for Pierre Frey,

complement the blue stucco walls. Custom rugs
throughout, designed by Pinto for El Tapisero,
available through Saxony Carpet Company, NYC.
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ln the main livirg area bold
graphic patterns, like those in a

silver and black lacquer t93os

screen and a cristom rug by

Pinto, work well with American

mid-century pieces. Sofas,

ca. l95os, in Brunschwig & Fils'

Vend6me Stri6 Silk Velvet

in Bronzine; blalk lacquer
Hollywood Regency coffee table;
pair of Robsjoho-Gibbings
chairs. Alternating matte and

creates ,

pattern
satin stucco
herringbone

a subtle
on the walls.
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bachelor client of Alberto Pinto's knows

everybody, be they boldface or invisibly dis-

creet. He enjoys entertaining. And he trusts

Pinto, who has worked on four homes with
him, so implicitly that he makes decisions

based on e-mailed photos and swatches

from the designer's Paris office.
In zoo5, the client bought a Manhattan

pied-i-terre with panoramic views' That was the challenge.

There are walls of floor-to-ceilingwindows at such a height that

clouds swirl past, pink by dawn, luminously silvered by night'

How could anything compete? The client wanted something

light, relaxed, and neutral. Pinto developed a palette ofcreamy

blues and beiges, anchored by an ebonized floor throughout

the retreat. Then, in most rooms, he centered the furniture and

kept the groupings sparse, in deference to the views'

The expansive L-shaped living room incorporates a dining

arcathat anchors the end of the room's long leg and is often

used in buffet service for z5 or 30 guests. The walls are stucco'

painted with a subtle herringbone design created with satin and

matte finishes. The dining table is Italian, from the r94os, gilded

iron with a glass top. The chairs are a r93os design, their sleek

lines popping from zebraprint velvet. A hanging light, custom-

made of matte gold and plastic by rwo young Parisian artists,

Etienne Gounot and Eric Jaehnke, radiates light in shades of
ivory and cognac, flattering to all no matter how late the hour'

Pinto's extravagant eclecticism flourishes in the room's

living area. Another Pinto trademark, a screen-this one of
black and silver lacquer, from the l93os-distracts from a pillar

that breaks up a length ofwindows and focuses attention on

American mid-century sofas covered in orange velvet, tamed

by custom-made black and white pillows. Berween the sofas is

a black lacquer Hollywood Regency coffee table snagged at a

Paris flea market and topped with silver Danish vases from the

r97os. The grouping includes r95os T H. Robsjohn-Gibbings

chairsandapairofRa1,mondSubesstoolsfromther9zos.>
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ln the study, opposite page,

which is clad in Maya Romanoff's
wood and paper wall covering
from the Ajiro * Pawlonia

collection, eclectic pieces form a

handsome grouping. An Agostini
bronze floor lamp and Porta
Romana's Giacometti st6ol are'
delicate counterpoints to a

sturdy Mascheroni chair. Quasar
Holland's Console lamps

sit on a t96os Swedish desk.

Curtains are Castel's Damara in
Aubergine/Ciel. r A corner
of the study, this page, has F{erv6
Van der Straeten's Lampe &
Volubile, available through ':

Ralph Pucci lnternational, and
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TH E MASTER SU ITE I-]AS A STU N N ING GEOM ETRIC FEEL
.-HLIGI-]TED BYTt_.]E GRIDS I\] AN EI\ORIYOUS SCREEN

AN D A GLEAM I NG I-] EADEOARD

Bronze accents, such as a

C6sar Baldaccini sculpture,
punctuate the muted palette
of the master bedroom,
above. A tg6os Maison

Jansen armchair in Pinto's

Satin Gary in Opaline, for
Fierre Fray, matehes the
curtEins, I The headboard of
the bed, oppositE page. is in

Sstin Fred, and the coverlet in

Satin Ginger, both in Opaline,
by Pinto for Piere Frey, Finto

dasigned the custom ebony
and zebra wood screen.

This animated survey of recent worldwide
furniture history continues in the private areas.

Pinto covered the study walls with inlaid wood
on papeE an unusual textured surface that evokes

Jean-Michel Frank as much as theJapanese tra-
dition from which it is derived. Add a r96os
Swedish modern desk, an Agostini brorrze
floor lamp from the same era, a Havana leather
Mascheroni chair to comfort a working man,

and it's almost done. The final touch: an Edgar

Brandt iron table with a black glass top, from
the r93os, topped with a lamp by Herv6 Van der

Straeten, its shade lined in gold leaf.

The master suite's elegance begins at the
closet doors, which are disguised with a Greek

key design lacquered on crdme canvas. There's

a sculpture by the French new realist C6sar

Baldaccini, abronze piece that didn't rvork in
another house the client owns, but does here.

Most of the room's furnishings, including a

zebrawood and ebony screer, were designed by
Pinto and custom-made. The bed offers a view
ofthe known universe.

Pinto pushed the client on this project, using

pieces that are more modern than those in his

other homes. All's well, however. E-mailing of
photos and sketches is now under way for the

client's second home, in England.

Elizabeth Blish Hughes is bosed in Son Froncisco

rrnd New York.
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BILTMOR
NrsrLrD rN THp Bt-ur RiDGt MOuNTAtNS or Nonru CARoLINA,

THE GaANDtsr cF ALt- AvtRtcAN HousES REMAINS

THT CINTERPIECI OF A PIONEERING ECOLOGICAL VISION
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George Vanderbilt
worked with two of the
tgth century's most

renowned designers-
architect Richard Morris
Hunt and landscape

architect Frederick Law

Olmsted-to create the
extravagant Biltmore
estate. The main house,

shown here, clad in lndiana
limestone, was modeled
after the highly ornamental
French Renaissance style.
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ot that they haven't been tryrng, but the
dot-com and hedge fund barons ofour new

gilded age still have not approached, let
alone surpassed, the singular grandeur of
North Carolina's Biltmore Flouse. Since its

completion in 1895, Biltmore has reigned

unchallenged as the most imposing resi-

dence in the United States-and not onlybecause of its size (78o

feet long, four stories high, z5o rooms) or the amount ofland that
surrounds it (now 8,ooo acres, of the original rz5,ooo). What
impresses most, after a century in which notions of luxury have

changed radically, is the vision with which the Biltmore estate

was conceived, designed, and executed as an organic whole.

Biltmore's French Renaissance style-based in part on the

sixteenth-century Chdteau de Blois in the Loire Valley-is
so convincing that the property has been used for films
supposedly set in Europe (including The Suan [1956], Grace

A grand spiral stone staircase,

left, connects the houses four
f loors. r Vanderbilt's wide-ranging
interests can be appreciated
in the impressive library opposite
page. An elaborate spiral
staircase with ornate iron railings

leads to the bookshelves, where
thousands of his volumes

are displayed. The tgth-century
Baroque-style armchair is

done in crimson silk damask.

Kelly's penultimate film, in which she

played a Ruritanian princess). But in
several respects, Biltmore, no less than
Monticello, embodies a quintessen-
tially American synthesis of architec-

ture and landscape, and it is generally
cited as the ultimate expression of our
national attraction to houses splen-
didly isolated in uncorrupted nature.

As with every great work of archi-
tecture, Biltmore F{ouse was a col-
laboration berween an enlightened,
attentive client and a responsive, flex-
ible designer. Its architect, Richard
Morris Hunt, was the first American
to attend the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,

the Paris academy that began attract-
ing students from the United States in
the r84os, when architectural educa-

tion here was limited to apprenticeship
with practicing builders. The Beaux-

Arts system was based on the faith-
ful emulation of Classical precedents,

though by mid-century the approved

historical modes had expanded to
include Romanesque and Gothic.

Hunt's prestigious Beaux-Arts train-
ing won him an enviable clientele at a

time when America's low cultural self-esteem made European

credentials a key to success among status-conscious nouveaux

riches. There was no grander American clan at the time than the

Vanderbilts, whose fortune had been established eaily enough

in the century for them to quali!, as old money by the r89os.

That decade saw the completion of stupendous Vanderbilt
mansions up and down the East Coast, most famously two by
Hunt in Newport, Rhode Island: Marble House, forWilliam K.
Vanderbilt, and the Breakers, for CorneliusVanderbilt II.

Celebrated for theirunabashed opulence, these benchmarks of
Gilded Age excess \Mere in fact dull exercises in by-the-numbers

classicism, no match for the brio that Stanford W'hite would

bring to his dashing schemes during the same period. It was only

when Hunt was freed from the conventions of classicism that
his real talent came through, and never more so than in his mas-

terpiece, the vigorously anticlassical Biltmore House. His most

interesting patron, the scholady George'Washington Vanderbilt,
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This page, clockwise from top leftr Tha glass-reofed wintar garden houses sn array of exotic plants. rWilliam A. V. Cecil, George Vanderbilt's grandron, with his

wife and children, rVandarl;lt'g bedroom, with itr gilded wall covering, ig furnighed with intricately carved furniture like this Baroque canopy bod from tTth'

cantury portugal. rThe rmoking parlor is complete wiih taxidarmy and a heavy Knole-style Englirh armchair' rOppooite page: The banquet hall, with its roaring

barrEl.vaulted ceiling, containE an oak table with 64 B.roquo Pevival-style ch airs. Karl Bitter designed ths mantal'c gtone reliel Tha Return from lhe Choso.
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On one side of the banquet hall, two thrones designed by Flunt frame a Flanders tapestry lhe Storg of Vulcan ond Venusr IAe Comploint to Jupiter (ca.1546-1555).

BILTMORE I--]OUSE WAS A COLLABORATION BETWEEN

opted out ofthe social one-upmanship ofhis kinsmenin Newport
and decided to create his own kingdom in the fastness of North
Carolina's Blue Ridge Mountains near Asheville.

As the American frontier was closing, thousands of miles to
the west, Vanderbilt was developing a keen interest in the intel-
ligent stewardship of the country's diminishing wilderness. His
vision for Biltmore reflected the thinking of the period's most

advanced practitioners of landscape design and agricultural
management. Far more than his choice of the fashionable Hunt,
Vanderbilt's selection of Frederick Law Olmsted to develop the
site planning of his vast domain was patronage bordering on
genius. No contemporary figure had a better grasp than Olrnsted

of architecture, landscape, and planning in which each compo-

nent amplified the others to an unprecedented extent.

Thirty years before Vanderbilt hired Olmsted, the designer's

brilliant scheme for New York's Central Park (devised with
architect Calvert Vaux) saved America's greatest metropolis
from its constricting street grid just before such a massive and

imaginative interyention would have been impossible. The social

insight that ennobled every aspect ofthat democratic urban
planning masterpiece endeared Olmsted to reformers. But
his accepting this enormous private commission from the
scion of a notorious robber baron did nothing to dim Olmsted's

reputation. To the contrary: early conservationists saw Biltmore
as a model for how to apply progressive techniques in forestry,

dairy farming, and animal husbandry that \Mere unlikely to have

been ventured in the public realm without prior (and costl,
testing in the private sector.
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Across from the banquet hall's fireplace, an employee dusts t8th- and rgth-century brass and copper vessels from the Netherlands, France, and Spain.

AN EN LIGI--]TEN ED CLIENT AN D A RESPONSIVE DESIGN ER

Though the Biltmore estare is now less than a tenth of its
original size (a large portion was sold, at a nominal price, to the
government and renamed Pisgah National Forest), the ample
remainder still conveys the full power of Olmsted's plan. His
serpentine roadv/ays emphasize the contours ofthe undulating
terrain and make the visitort approach to Biltmore House a

tantalizing game of architectural hide-and-seek.
!7hen you finally arrive at the majestic mansion, rwo rhings

are certain: its sensitivity ofsiting and its correctness ofexterior
scale. In contrast though, Biltmoret immense interiors-espe-
cially the cavernous banquet hall, with its 7o-foot-high barrel-
vaulted ceiling-bring to mind later Holllqrood evocations of
tycoon domesticity, such as Xanadu in Orson'Welles's Citizen
Kane, modeled after STilliam Randolph Hearsr's San Simeon,

which in turn may have been inspired by this much publ,icized
precedent.'Without visual connections to the awesome land-
scape, the inward-turning expanses of Biltmore feel overwhelm-
ing in a way the exterior does not, especially after one has been
led there through landscapes andgardens ofincreasing inrimacy

The American impulse equating size with impoftance surfaces
in every art form from time to time, but rarely has the relation
between the natural and the man-made been as openlyconfronted
in our architecture as it is by Hunt and Olmsted's collaboration.
This is not the seamless integration of architecture and land-
scape perfected by Frank Lloyd XTrrght during the three decades
after Biltmore was completed. Biltmore celebrates paradoxical
opposites in harmonious opposition-a plutocratic riposte to
\Thitman's populist proclamation "I contain multirudes."
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TRADE SECRETS
WE'VE CAPTURED BILTMORE'S STATELY ELEGANCE
WITH ORNATE WOODEN FURNITURE, JEWEL-TCNED
TEXTILES, AND I--IAN DSOM E ACCESSCRI ES.

PoRcElatu
ANDPEA BY SADEK

ADAPTED A sET OF
DI1HE5 trBoM AsEvPEs
, TEA SEPVICE, CA. IAAA,

ONCE AELONCINC TO
TgE VANDEP,BILTs.

THE VANDEPBILT
SEPVICE, $25
trOP A D/NNEP
PLATE, THQOUGH
BILTMOEE trOA
YOUP, HOME.
800-968-O55A.

ParNr
OLYMPIC PPEMIUAl
PNNT CAEATED
A PALETTE FOP
IT5 BILTMOPE
COLLECTION.
THE LIBPAPY'S
DAMA5K5 IN5PIPED
BOOKMARKER, PED,
PIGHT WHILE FALL
HAPVEST OPIiINATED
IN THE TAPESTPY
GALLEPY. $17 PEP
6ALLOIV OLYMPIC.COM.

CoppeR
THE 1LAWINC PATINA
BEFLECTS A CEPIA/N
ELAQUENCE, VASE
AND PITCqEA trBOA,, AN
A55APTA,4 ENT AF HAM M EPED
COPPEP. ACCES5OAIES
AT 1TICKLEY, AUDI €. CA-

tr aoin *t 30. 8oa -777-3505.

Jt, I I E,t /NtrLUENCED BY HIs TPAVELS. VANDEBBILT
WAS TAIIEN WITH THE JACOBEAN STYLE DUPING
A TRIP TO HATtrIELD HOU3E, THE ITTH CENIUPY
EN1LI5H ESTATE, WILLIAM 1WITZEB €. A33OCIATEs'
JACOBEAN 5ETTEE /N A CR/MSON VELVET.

TaaLE
THICK EBONY-FINISgED
SCPOLL5 EMBELLI5q
TH15 VICTORlAN.EPA
OCCASIONAL TABLE
F aol\4 MAtT LAND 54,4 lTH,
THPOUdH gENPEDON.
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V Anvcuarn
BAKEP'5 LION'5 HEAD PIJLL-
UP CHAI , trBOM LZ?IO, HAs A

COMMA,NDINC PPESENCtr
BAKE P tr U PN IT U E E.CO M-

CaNopv BEo
INTPICATELY CARVED
PIECE5IN VANDEPEILT'S
BEDPOOM 1HOW HIs
EXUBERANT TA5TE.
6/OVANNI CANOPY BED,
$ZI,Z5O trOQ QUEEN,
DANIELE COLLECTION.
DAN I E LECO LLECT I O N.CO M.

FagRtcs BzLD DAMA;K;, LUIH IELzET;,AND p/cH
WOVEN5 ARE LAVISHLY LAYEPED THBOUCHOI.)T THE ESTATE.
trPOM BOTTOM: I9I3A-9, trPOM KPAVE|5 BILTMOPE COLLECTION;
HAUSSMAN IN BLA,CK, CLAPENCE HOI)'E; BOI1) DE trLANDPE
IN FOPEs]; OLD WOPLD WEAVEPS, THPOUGH STAP,K FA,BRIC;
TPAVIATA IN RED, CL,ARENCE HOLJSE.

( CoNsole
EIQHTEENTH-CENTUPY
FBENCH trUpNITIJPE
15 ELABOEATE YET
PEFINED. CONSOLE
WITH MAHOGANY
YENEEB IOP
THEOUGH APR,OPO1.

A TapEsrnv
VANDEAE/LT PQIZED
413 COLLECTION Otr
TA,PE9TAIE5. HEQONS ON
TI]E POND, BA'ED ON A
I7T H.CE NT U AY AU BIJsSON
DESIdN, QENAi 55,ANCE
CARPET q TAPE:>TFIEs.
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hen cosmetics executive Aerin
Lauder set out to renovate the

Hamptons home she had recently

inherited from her beloved grand-

mother, Est6e Lauder, the animating

idea was to honor a classic while adding a chic,

modern touch. "This house was Est6e's dream,

her escape, a place for entertaining and for fam-

ily," says Lauder, a senior vice president and cre-

ative director for the Lauder brand. "I love to be

with family too. It's just the best way to spend the

weekend and holidays. So I wanted to make this a

warm house. I didnt want to make it feel uptight

and old. Classic, with maybe a colorful twist."
Tieading in the footsteps of Est6e Lauder, an

American success story who, in the r94os, built
a billion-dollar empire from a humble start by

mixing face creams in her kitchen in Corona,

Queens, could be daunting to a less confident
woman than Aerin Lauder, 37.Blut she is formi-
dable in her own right. People have been draw-

ing parallels between her and

her grandmother since she was

a little girl who loved peeking
into her grandmother's vanity
and watching as she put on her

makeup. "I look at Aerin and

I see Est6e-she has the same

flair," uncle Leonard Lauder
has said. Like hergrandmother,
Lauder's forte is marketing and

high style. She also expertly
juggles her lives as executive,
wife, and mother of two young

sons, ages seven and eight. Her
philanthropic and social activi-
ties have included being one

of the youngest co-chairs of
the Metropolitan Museum's
Costume Institute Gala. She is

also a regular front-rowguest at

the New York fashion shows.

It ry96, Lauder married her

college sweetheart, investment
banker Eric Zinterhofer, at the
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Vintage Chinese
mantel in

opposite page, top,
friendr Teddy Robertson, sits neit'
to stacks of beautifully wrapped - -

gifts. Sisal carpet by Stark.
rA guest bedroom's blue and
cream toile, opposite page, bottom,
is timelessly chic. Linens are from
Kassatly's lnc,, Palm Beach, FL.
r The study, this page, with black
lacguered walls, Mark Hampton
armchairs, and David Hicks's .E
lnterlock rug, through Saxony
Carpet Company, NYC, epitomizei'
masculine sophistication.
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Hamptons home of her parents,Jo Carole and Ronald Lauder, a Lauder executive

and former U.S. ambassador to Austria. The home that she atdZinterhofer inher-

ited-one of three decorated for Est6e Lauder by Mark Hampton-is a grand,

r95os Greek Revival with white clapboard siding and soaring columns flanking
the front door. Lauder chose to carfy over many of the original architectural
details to the newer, less formal part of the house-a two-story addition that
includes three more bedrooms, a family room, and

a dramatic black-lacquer-walled library in what was Est6e Lauder's bedroom,

the house's original kitche.r. The new kitchen is a above' remains very nearly as

beautifully funitionalplace where you can usually ']:';^IIt:.,"rt^i::i,* ,"
find toy cars or Legos underfoot. 

' and JosePh Lauder rn Eermuoa'

"The library is a wonderful little escape for my hus- ;::'-?:H:#:,:X'&.
band," Lauder says, "and we use the kitchen all the jewels, and compacts, including

time for informal dinner parties. The family room has Est6e Lauder Holiday 'o7

big, cozy sofas for the kids, andwe let our dog, Biscuit, solid and pressed powden r ln the

juirp up on everything. There's also a basketball hoop *i:t.',b'd.l:"::i'9T' th.

and a tree house for the boys in the backyard." 
^ re{ined motif of AM collections'

Before renovations b"gu.', photographs were ::S:Xj**Tj,i.l''^"
taken ofthe rooms so that the original furnishings headboard, and bed skirt. Linens

could be returned to the same spots, if Lauder are from Leontine Linens. Fur

chose. Vhile she kept many of (Cont. onpage ryo) throw from Nina Griscom, NYC.
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SIGNATURE STYLE
DunrNG THE HoLrDAys, ArnrN LauDER pRovES THAT DESTGN rs A wAy oF LrFE

;K.

FrNoen Fooo
"IN W/NTEE, i
jEPVE EIA BOWLS
AF WABM NUTS
OP HOA,4EMADE
PATATO CgtP5,"
LAUDEP 5AY5. ELI'5
HOA4EMADE POTATO
cHtPs, treo\,l E.A.T.,

$A PEB BAQ. ENALISH
EARTHENWAPE
5UGAP BAWL,
FpoM $la To 920,
BY EURLEICH.
WWW.BUELEICH.CO.UK,

PrcruRe Turs
"AN A5PBEY PqATO ALBUM 15
A CPEAT 61trT." KENSINQTON
ALBUA,45, $275
EACH, AND
CLA1SIC
CALF5KIN
ALBUII,l5, $425
EACH, FRAM
ASPPEY,
zt2-6a8-t8ll.

n
SrrrtNo Pnrrrv
LAUDEP /N
HER KITCHEN,
PO5ED WITH
dIFTS FOP THE
HOLIDAYS, THE
HAN6/NC LICHT1
AAE trROM ANN
MOPBI5 ANT/QUE5,
NYC. ZtZ-755-i304.
LAUDEP'S DBE55 15 BY
POBEPTO CAVALLI.
POBEBTOCAVALLI.CAM.
WOLFOPD TIGHT5 AND
rEAL SATIN HEELS BY
CIlPIsTIAN LOUBOUTIN.
CHPI5TIAN LOU BOUT I N.F P,

'TwAs r-.rE
NroHr
LAUDEP, 15 FULL
OF DECAFATINd
IDEA5 FOP A
HOLIDAY AlOOD'
"I ALWAYS 6ET
A dIN6EPBPEAD
HAUSE trPAM
WILLIAM POLL.
I ALSO MAKE
SUAE TO HAVE
EOWLS OF CANDY
EVEAYWHERE."
GINdEPBREAD
HOUjES, trROit
$350 TA $750,
WILLIAM POLL INC.
2tz-zaa-o5al.
WILLIAA,lPOLL.COM.

Srvep Ltuttto
LAUDEP U5E5 HEP,
6RANDMOTgEP'5
SILVEPWAEE BUT ADOPE1
THINGS WITH BAl,,1EOO
DETAI LINd, 5UCH A5 THESE
SALAD SEPVEQ5, SILVEP
AND BAMBOA SALAD sET
fi1575, FAOM CHAQLOTTE
MO55. ZI2-30A-3884.
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I
Ifl Solro Gor-o

.I HAVE A LOT OF

Currruo Up
"I LOVE WPA,PPINC PPESENTS,
M€) TPIMMIN6 15 THE BE1T
trOP P/AAONs." sEA BLI)E
AN D 60 LD/GPEEN T I E- DYE D
P/ABON, BOTH $A PEB YAP,D,
trpoM M€.J TBtMMtNC,. M-JTPtM
.coM. 5c1550R5, fi275. W tTH
LETTEP OPENEP, FPOM
I ANTHONy LrD. A00-722-2406.

EsTEE,s JEWELP,Y,
WHICH IWEAP
ALMOST EVEP,Y DAY.
FOP THE HOLIDAYS

'A, THI1 YEAR I LIKE
THE LOOK Otr
A BIQ QOLD CUtrF
UKALELE 

'-19605 OWL CUFF
BPACELET /N

IA-KAQAT GOLD,
FPED LEI6HTON.

trPEDLEIdHTON.COM.

JACO85, THEY'PE
PEP,FECT FOP,
THE HOLIDAYS."
PLUM DUCHESS
5.ATIN BOAT-NECK,
$9OO. MAPC

-IACOB1.COM.

BATH bZOO PEE YAPD,
MADELINE WEINPIB

ATELIEB,2I2-473
iooo. EXT.7aO.

( Uxoen Wnaps
"trEsTIVE TABLECLOTHS PEALLY 1ET
THE HOLIDAY MOOD. I LOVE MADELINE
WEINRIA'S COLORFU L I KAT1," p.A5PBE ERY

lcEsREaxER
"L.L.BEANAND MODELL's
ARE WHEPE I SHOP
trOR THE KID1. MOST Otr
THEIP CIFTS WILL
BE 5POPT5 EQUIPMENT."
rHE L.L.AEAN CLASSIC
TOEO66AN AND CUSHION
sET, $1O9. LLAEAN
.COM, BAUEP YOUTH
HOCKEY 1KATE1, fiso.
M O D E LL'. 5. AOO -27 5 -6633.

NEW NYMPHENEUPG CHINA." OP/ON
D/NNER 5EBVICE, $2,4AO trOP trIVE-PIECE
5 ETT I N G, M O55. M OssONLINE.COM.
P,ICCI 5I LV E P5 M IT H F LATWAPE,
fi145 PEB SETTING, NEi MAN
MARCUS. AA8-8AA-4757.

MU IKAT AND NAVY LUCE IKAT

I
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Suoan Pluv
"TH15 YEAP I'LL
WEAP JEWEL.TONED
TOP1 FQOM MAPC
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When Duquelie bought
Norma Talaadge's old sound
stage i4 I-996, i! was just
a shell. Flis raagic transformed

I

1945. Flis

mythical creations.
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"Beauty, not luxury is what I u"lu"," the maverick designer

said, and it was evident in everything h" did, especially in

hi. o*n ho.".. H" ,t"d lemon juicers .t fini.lt atop pago-

d.. 
"nd 

grapefruit pu.king cases as ceiling decoration.

Born in l9l4 to an artistic family in Los Ang"l".,
Duquette ,.r"l"d in turning everything h" found into

treasure. A[ter art ..hool, h" *ork"d fo,. Holly*ood
designer Adrian and decorato, J.rn". Pendleton. ln 194.l,

the great Elrie de WolL was so inspired by a centerpiece

that Duquette made that she h"d hi, create something

[or. h"r. Wth th"t commission-a secretary with faux

jewels and mirrors und topp"d with lantasy figur".-hi.
career took off. His clients in.lud"d th" Dr.h".t o[Wind.o,.

.nd J. Paul Getty; he d"signed costumes for the San

Francisco Ballet and costumes and setslorVncent" Minn"lli

movies. Wth 
" 

neo-Baroque sensibility inlorred by hit

UQUETTE WASAITATURAL
S CAVEN\TGE& T HE KIITIG OF RE CYCLD,{G

tOArG B,EFOR E IT WAS IIIT,EASHIO I.

passion for Venetian painting and furniture, 
"nd 

hit lou" ol

the Far East and the natural*orld, Drquette could outdo

both stars and stamuk"r..
H" 

"nd 
his wi[e, Elizabeth, borght l"nd on , B"u"rly

Hills rauine und celebruted ,ather than tamed the terrain.

Architect C..p", Ehr.k" ."d" 
" 

house with an elegant

Holly*ood Regency-style exterior. But inside, Duquette!

eclectic hybrid ol Holly*ood .nd Ertop."n glurow
(Cl.r" Booth Lr."..ll"d it Organic B.roqr") prevailed.

Th" Drqu"ttes converted a silenlmovie stage into his

studio, *h"r" they gave l"g"ndary parties, 
"nd 

borght 
"

mountain ran.h, strdding it with pavilions that incorpo-

,ated decorative lragments ol Georgian and neoclassical

architecture. "The ,.n.h," Duquette said proudly, "is 
a

cross betweenTob"rro QorJ.nd San Si."on." He n.ue,"

retired und *", ,.luntlessly creative until his death in tgqg.
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I Duquette's last decorating project with his partner,

Hutton Wilkinson, was for an apartment in the Palazzo

Brandolini in Venice. 2 Ab"lon" shell chandelier by

Duquette.3 He designed this living room, with his

signature snowflake screen and sculpted instruments

over the fireplace, for society columnist Cobina
Wright.4 Elizabeth Duquette dressed as the forest

for the de Noailles costume ball in Paris in t95t.
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5 Architect Caspar Ehmcke designed the Duquettes,
Hollywood Regency-style house.6 Duquette thought that
when a woman was not wearing her jewelry it should still be
enjoyed. He designed this jewel and figurine to be displayed
as an object. TArlene Dahl, in a mask and headdress by
Duquette, with Lex Barker at a Hollywood masked ball
in rg5o. B Vic Damone in his Krsmet costume by Duquette.
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Architect Peter Marino!
redesigned Beverly
Hills Chanel boutique,
opposite page, recalls the
box for No.5 perfume.
r Coco Chanel's apartment
in Paris inspired the
fine jewelry showroom,
this page, which includes
Johan Creten's torso-
shaped sculpture covered
in hundreds of S6vres
porcelain camellias.
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you hadnt seen Peter Marino emerge from
a limousine in Beverly Hills, you'd swear he

had just dismounted a Harley, dressed as he

is in full biker leather chic, completewith the kind of
rakish cap that Marlon Brando wore in TbeVild One.

Fresh in from Paris, the architect has come to L.A.

for the unveiling of his redesigned Chanel flagship

store on Rodeo Drive, which features a new fine jew-

elry boutique. High-end residential decorating proi-

ects aside, he has spent the past decade as designer

of choice for the world's luxury fashion houses,

including Dior, Vuitton, Fendi, and Armani.

Each brand has its own distinctive architectural

identity, as important as its famed couture line.

For Chanel, aspects of the rich life of Coco Chanel

herself inspired Marino. The redesigned store-with
its snow-white microglass and blackened steel exte-

rior-looks like a giant version of the iconic Chanel

No. 5 box. It's really two stores in one' A separate

entrance to the jewelry boutique, covered with a

cast-bronze canopy, leads to a refined salon that cap-

tures the ambiance of Coco Chanel's apartment on

Rue Cambon. Armchairs and art flank an elegant

fireplace, within which sits a rock

crystal centerpiece.

To the right is a porcelain sculP-

ture by Johan Creten comPosed

of hundreds of handmade camel-

Iias (Chanel's favorite flower) in
the form of a female torso. The
piece is one of several that Marino

commissioned for the store, in the

spirit of Chanel, an ardent patron

of artist friends such as Picasso

and Cocteau. The torso joins work
by Frangois-Xavier Lalanne, Jean-
Michel Othoniel, Peter Dayton,
and Paola Pivi.

Marino enters the store with a

relaxed air, nodding to Pals. How
can he show such sangfroid about

superluxe projects? "I think the

way I did when I was twenty-one,
when I met Andy I'Warholl, and

I'm doing the best work of mY

life," he says. "Because now I have

experience, I do things quicklY,

and I am free." tr
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I ln the Coco Chanel Suite
at the Ritz in Paris, Anna Mauglalis,
actress and Chanel model,
wears the Voie Lactde necklace
from Chanel Fino Jewelry.

I lhe sleek boutique on Rodeo
Drive. J Chanel Fine Jewelry's
Comite bracelet..{ Marino stands
before an LED wall display he
designed for the Beverly Hitls store,

$ Chanel Fine Jewelry's Premidre
Perles watch is made with Akoya
cultured pearls. $ LAir diamond-
and-ruby necklace and earrings from
Chanel Fine Jewelry. /Jean-Michel
Othoniel's handblowr Murano
glass beads lined with gold lea{ grace
one storefront window.
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S oF EBRITIES L T
THE REAL STARS HTRT ARE

EPTIONAL GARDTNS WITH ALPINT
MTDITERRANEAN TLORA

eON{oTnro
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Lake

ffiilla M"lri is pieds dcns*" *'-lbo, 
("feet in the water"). With no steps

or walls, it is nestled into Lake Como's rugged
shoreline with the lake visible through the - |
balustrade. A fountain surrounded by atu#}ilies
brings the sound,cf wrtgr lntb ite.garden: 'r '
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". HENRYJAMES
...'.:. ONCE, WROTE TO HIS

sister, Alice, that it was impossible

to describe the beauty of the Italian

lakes just south of the Swiss border,

"nor would one try if one could."
This thought crossed my mind as I
strolled along the manicured gardens

of the Villa d'Este. V4rile the notes of
Liszt's Dante Sonata mirtgled with the

sounds ofwater lapping the nearbY

shore, I thought wearily about hav-

ing to put it all on paper. How do You
describe such exquisiteness? Even

Edith lTharton was taken aback bY

what she described as an obsession

with perfection. In the gardens on

the shores ofnorthern Italian lakes,

all signs of "gloom, barrenness, and the frank ugliness into

which nature sometimes lapses," \(/harton noted in Italian

Wllas and Their Gardens (t9o 4), had been painstakingly banished

from view: During the warmer months, when these shores fill
up with the world's rich and beautiful, it is still these delicately

forged, exquisitely artificial gardens that dominate the scene'

Vtla M rlzt
Villa Melzi, on the opposite side of the lake from Villa

Carlotta, was built around r8ro by neoclassical architect

Giocondo Albertolli for Francesco Melzi d'Eril, a politician

and close friend of Napoleon. Unlike the other two gardens

featured here, which have views of the lake from on high, Villa

t'lB
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\,irLe \[Erzt
Variety is de rigueur. Japanese
maples add brilliant color
to the Chinese-inspired water
garden, opposite page, top.
r Classical statuary, opposite
page, bottom, punctuates
the landscape. rA neoclassical
avenue of pollarded sycamores,
this page, edges the path along
the water and frames a view
of the Alps. Informal plantings
of brilliant rhododendrons and
azaleas are in the foreground.
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Vrrrn
Canror
Acrogs Lakc Como from
Villa Melzi, the formal gardens
of Villa Cirlotta pgsses$.

**l-1.

{ view of the lake€n the lowest
of the three garden terraces,

t

't

opposite pagt. r The.fragrance
oflhe cltrus collection draws
guests into the s!?_ds of the
pergola. Flere the orlnler,
grapefruits, kumquats, lemons,
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Melzi is pieds dans lbau - ahorizontal struc-

ture with no steps, no walls, no separation

from the water. A short walk from the lovely

town of Bellagio, where the three branches

of Lake Como meet, Villa Melzi is a tem-
ple to neoclassical elegance and restraint.
Entrance to this garden is via a long, mani-
cured all6e bordering the water and flanked

by pruned plane trees leading to the villa.
This all6e provides a central axis to the
garden. Statues, temples, and a delightful
coffeehouse punctuate the setting, adding

a touch of monumentality to an otherv/ise

free-flowing structure of rounded borders,

winding paths, and breathtaking vistas.

From the very beginning, Francesco

Melzi devoted part of his fortune to
transforming the grounds of his villa into
a private botanical garden. The exoti-
cism here is enhanced byJapanese cedars,

maples, camphor trees, and a collection
of monumental camellias surrounding the

so-called Japanese lake. Montezuma pine
trees, a gift from Emperor Maximilian
of Habsburg, dip their branches into the
water. Egyptian sculptures scattered across

the garden provide dramatic contrast to
classical white marble statuaryl

Villa Melzi is still in private hands,

the property of Prince Fulco Gallarati
Scotti, a descendant of Francesco Melzi.
Although the villa is closed to the public,

the grounds are accessible and are tended

lovingly by the prince and his head gar-

dener, two of the few custodians left who
know all the secrets of what makes a truly
beautiful lake garden. grandigiardini.it.

Vtla Canlorra
The defining impression of the garden of
Villa Carlotta, on the shore of the town of
'ftemezzo, is its unabashed visual grandeur.

Giovanni Battista Sommariva, a wealthy
politician and entrepreneur, bought the

villa in r8or, but it wasn't until his politi-
cal rival Francesco Melzi decided to build
his own haven on the opposite shore that
Sommariva became obsessed with the
possibility that his rival's estate might
outshine his. To prevent this, he extended

the boundaries of the garden to include

the hill behind the villa. New fountains

were made, thousands of exotic plants

were shipped in, and fake ruins marked the

setting. Years later, in t847, the villa was
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Awedding gift to Prince .

George of Saxe-Meiningeq
and his wife, Charlotte, in
raaz the garden'ir infuted
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\trre DEL
BeTSteNELLo
Perched atop a rocky

promontory, the gardens of
Villa del Balbianello are

shaped by human hand.

Because the primarily green

plantings of trees, shrubs,

and vines are clipped daily

to maintain their fine lines,

it is not unusual to see

a tall ladder resting upon a

towering ltalian cypress,

opposite. r Clipped Ficus

repens is used extensively as

a green ornament on walls

and pillars, this page. rThe
fast-growing vines are trained

into elegant abstract patterns

on the loggia walls, far left.

donated as a wedding gift to Charlotte, wife of
Prince George of Saxe-Meiningen. Together,

the couple planted more than r5o varieties of
azaleas and rhododendrons and infused the gar-

den with a distinctive Germanic romanticism.

The first hint of this seductive garden-the
scent of citrus flowers from the terraced per-

gola-reaches visitors long before they pass

through the elaborate wrought-iron gates. An
archway of scented jasmine leads them into the

sweet shade ofthe citrus grove; sounds ofwater
from a sixteenth-century fountain bubble up

from below, and spectacular views of mountains

and lake remind you again of the justness of
HenryJames's comment. Villa Carlotta, tended

by rr full-time live-in gardeners, most of them

direct descendants of the original workers, is

now owned by the Italian state. villacarlotta.it.

Vula DEL BALBTANELLo
Of all the gardens on Lake Como, this one, near

the town of Lenno, best exemplifies the fine

painstaking craft of the locd' (Cont.onpage ryi
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Love Learn Locatc
HousE a GaRDEN's SHoPPING GUIDE

WHERE TO BUY WHAT'S IN THIS ISSUE, PLUS A FEW SURPRISES

40 LARDER
Mad Mac's
madeleines come
in an assortment
of delicious flavors.
g5z for z4 plain.
madmacnyc.com.

All retail sources follow. lf a company is not

listed under its corresponding page

number, and for all fabric sources, see To

the Trade' ln This lssue.

COVER
Wardrobe: Wendy Levey. llair, makeuP: Paul

Podlucky. Gown: Violet chine taffeta with
asymmetric cowl neck and self belt, available at

Oscar de la Renta boutiques, Neiman Marcus,

and Saks Fifth Avenue. oscardelarenta.com.
neimanmarcus.com. saksfifthavenue.com.
Jewelry: Tamsen Z Bijoux by Ann Ziff, available

at Petrou or by appointmenl.212-292-6412.
Shoes: Valentino. valentlno.com. Wreath,
f lowers: Polux Fleuriste, NY C. 212-219 -9646.

Urns: Ornate Swedish cast-iron urns, ca.

r85o, g4,4oo for pair, Fleur, Mount Kisco, NY

91 4-241-34oo. f leur-newyork.com.

DOMESTIC BLISS
17 Ar Hove Wrru... AvY SeoaPts

Costume: by Mary Adams, The Dress, NYC.

212- 47s-o237. maryada msthedress.com.
Cupcake: by Danny Murphy. dannymurphy.net.
Squirrels: Evolution Store, NYC. 8oo-
952-3195. evolutionnyc.com. Steifl Raynham,

MA. steiffusa.com.
22 ELEMENTS oF I Roov Sets: by Richard

Rudge Balado. Fabric: on sofa, Pardah Print in
Sable/Flame. l.leart pillow: in Shepherd's

Coat from Culturally Chic, NYC. For retailers,

culturallychic.com. Pillow: Flame Stitch in
Natural/Green, from the l{ighland Court
collection, Duralee. Bolster: Tyrol Doubl6

Cachemire Rouge Bolster Pillow, $25o, Pierre

Frey. Available through Napa Valley Vintage

l.lome in St. Helena, CA.707-963'7425. For more
items from this collection, pierrefrey.com.
Armchair: Vol. t Antiques, Warren, CT. 860-868-
t9oo. voltantiques.com. Also available at
tstdibs.com. Pillow: Jensen Pillow in Rouge,
gzz5, Pierre Frey. Through Napa Valley Vintage
l.{ome in St. Helena, CA,.707-963-7425. Chair:
Neubeuern Castle, from $49o, Bavarian Fine

Furniture lnc., Winnipeg. 204-661'5361.

bavarianfurniture.ca. Pitcher: pewter, with
naturally shed stag horn handle, $295, Vagabond
House. 8t8-34t-76t6. vagabondhouse.com.
Cachepot: copper-plated, from $t9, Smith &
llawken. 8oo-940-1170. smithandhawken.com.
24 Logst Ruzzetti & Gow. zlz-32'J-428l.

ruzzettiandgow.com. Candlestick: Ristorante,
by Harry Allen, gt5o, Areaware. areaware.com.
Fur: faux, B&J Fabrics, NYC. ztz-354-8tso.
Pillow: in Shock Wave in Platinum & Jet,
Schumachen Seamstress: LAtelier du Jour,

NYC. 917-478-7549. latelierdujourcom.
26 Mirror: French school, ca.1940, Tom Thomas

Gallery, NYC. 212-688-61oo. tomthomasgallery
.com. Fabric: on wall, Hiroko in Wool White'
Larsen, through Cowtan & Tout. Throw: on

wall, Edelweiss in Taupe, from $tgo, by Donna
Hadjipopov for Bulgar USA. 631-9o7-r784.

bulgarusa.com. Ottoman: in Dorothy in Straw
Pollack. Fabric, throws: on ottoman, from
top, Edelweiss throw in Taupe, and Waffle
throw in White, both from $t9o, from Bulgar

USA. bulgarusa.com. Panorama in Earth,
Panorama in Dunes, and Doria lll in Hazelnut,
all Larsen, through Cowtan & Tout. Chair:
Charlotte Perriand oak-and-rush occasional,

SuopprNG THE Tnaoe
The following design centers have decorating
services that can be accessed by the public,

BosroN DESIGN CENTEn Designers on call;

open to the public.6tz-358-5o62.

CHrcAco's MERcHANDISE Manr Only the
kitchen and bath showrooms are open to the

pubiic. 80o-677-6278.

DEcopATrvE CENTER HousroN Referral

s etvi ce. 7 13- I 61 - I 29 2.

DEsTGN CENTER oF THE AMER|cas, DaNla

BEAcH, FL Referral service; by appointment
only. 954-9zt-7575.

NEw YoRK DestcN CgxrEn Referral service;
by appointment only. ztz-7 z6-97 o8.

New Yonx's DaD Butt-otxo Referral service;

open to the public.z12-759-6894.

Pacrstc DsstcN CeNren, Los ANceLes Referral

service; open to the public. 510-360-6418.

SIN Fnaxctsco Dsstox CgxrEp Referral

service; open to the public.4t5-49c}-5888.

SEarrle DEstoN CENTEn Referral service;

open to the public. seattledesigncenter.com.

Wasl.lNGToN DestoN CENIEn Referral
service; open to the public. 202'646-6100.

French, ca. t96o, Amy Perlin Antiques.
amyperlinantiques.com. Also available at
tstdibs.com. Throw: Leaves of Fall in White &
Gray, $55o, Bulgar USA. Vages: Charlotte
Moss, NYC. 212-3c,8-7c,88. charlottemoss.com.
Doorstop: Fermaporta by Azucena, available
exclusively at Suite New York. ztz-4ll-33oo.
Screen: No. 0062 paulownia three-panel
screen, gt4,5oo, Joh n Houshma n d. 212-965-1238.

johnhoushmand.com. Rug: Moroccan Relief
in a wool and silk blend, Stark Carpet. Chair:
Artelano's Log Chair by Patricia Urquiola,
in natural beech with a Mongolian lamb fur
seat and back, Lepere, NYC.2l2-488-7ooo.
lepereinc.com. Table: Pierced Cube in Acacia,
Tucker Robbins, through Suite New York. ztz-

421-33oo. tuckerrobbins.com. Photographs:
Zugspitze (zooslzoo6), by Henning Bock,
limited edition of too, signed, $2J69, Lumas.

ln SoHo, NYC, z1z-zt9-949t.
52 Vaxtrv Fabricr Field Jacket Plaid in
Canterbury Red/Black, Qalph Lauren Home.

ralphlaurenhome.com. Table: Gothic, Urban
Archaeology. 212- 431-4646. urbanarchaeology.
com. Champagne bucket: Linea in Swarovski
crystals and freshwater coin pearls, price

available upon request, 655 Home, L.A. 3ro-289-
18o8. Belt: Union Jack leather, $58, Trash &
Vaudeville lnc., NYC. 212-982-359c- nycgoth.com.
Pins: Punk Rock, gz each, Trash & Vaudeville.

Compactr Put On Your Pearls Girls silhouette in
enamel and brass, $t6t, Lulu Guinness. ztz-567-

ztzo. luluguinness.com. Cuffsr 2 Row Plaid

Pyramid stud, $tz; t Row Plaid Pyramid stud, $tt,
both from Trash & Vaudeville. Teacup: Cheval

d'Orient, l.lermbs. 8oo-441-4488. Saucer:
Diamond Wedding, $9o for teacup and saucer,

Royal Collection. the-royal-collection.com.
Mascara: Golden Lash Top Coat, $3o, Guerlain,

available at Saks Fifth Avenue. saks'com. Lip
gloss: Pop Gloss Crystal in Fancy Diamond, $23,

Givenchy, at Sephora. sephora.com. Stationery:
Union Jack note cards, $7o for box of ten,

Smythson of Bond Street. 866-769-8476.

smythson.com. Patch: England Exploited, $5,

Trash & Vaudeville, NYC. 212-982-359c.

Magnifying glasgr C'lzoo faux-ivory handle with
crown finial, $tzo, Corbell Company.4So-993-
t48o. thecorbellcompany.com. Nail polishr

Nail Colour in Midnight Red, $rg, Chanel.
chanel.com. Brush: French Tickler with lavender

feathers, $28, Tarte. tartecosmetics.com.
beauty.com. Cream: Jeweled Skin Caviar Luxe

cream, $2,ooo, La Prairie. Available at

Neiman Marcus. neimanmarcus.com. laprairie

.com. Magnet: Crown fridge magnet, $8,

Royal Collection. the-royal-collection.com.
Decoration: Buckingham Palace hanging

ornament, gra, Royal Collection.
57 lNstDE TRAcK Designer: David Stark Design

and Production, Brooklyn, NY. 7l8-554-6777.
davidstarkdesign.com.
48 OENo FttE Wines: Ch6teau Palmer,

Cantenac, France. chateau-palmer.com. Look

for Ch6teau Palmer wines at wine-searcher

.com. K&L Wine Merchants. klwines.com.
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MacArthur Beverages, Washington D.C.
202-338-1433. America's Wine Shop,
NYC. 8oo-865-0982. Chicago Wine Co.,
Wood Da le, lL. 63c -594-297 2. Sokol in
& Co., Bridgehampton, NY 800-946-3947.

IN TI.IE GARDEN
62 Cacxspors Fabric: Torino Wax in
Barbera, C&C Milano. cec-milano.com.
Shelves: Tucker Robbins. tuckerrobbins.com.
Plants: Top, from left' Fritillaria meleagris,
Begonio'New York Swirl,'lily of the valley,
maidenhair fern. Bottom, from left, Drimiopsrs
moculoto, Josminum grondrf/orum, Sontolino
chomoecyporissus, Pelorgonium'True
Rose,' baby's tears. Nurserieg; See box, right.
64 OxE GapoexER's ALMANAc Art3 by
Charley l{arper, available for purchase from
Charley Harper Art Studio. 5lJ-382-7502.

FEATURES
7I Rug: custom, by Alberto Pinto for El
Tapisero, through Saxony Carpet Company,
NYC. Chairs: in Zebra print. For similar fabric,
try Zdbre in Black & White, Pierre Frey.

l.ltGl{ ocTANE
72 ALBERTo Plxro, Paris. on-js-t-4orj-oo-
oo. albertopinto.com. Architectr Cicognani
Kalla Architects pC, NYC. 212-308-4811.
76 Wall covering: MR-Al-36o4, Maya
Romanoff's Ajiro + Paulownia collection,
available through Bergamo Fabrics. maya
romanoff.com. Lamps: Console by Gerrit
Holdijk, in cast bronze with white Murano
glass shades, Quasar Holland. quasar.nl.
Stool: Giacometti stool in Versailles gold,
Porta Romana. portaromana.co.uk.
77 Lamp: Lampe Volubile in bronze, by Herv6
Van der Straeten, available at Ralph Pucci
lnternational. ralphpucci.net. Flowers:
Marianne Robic, Paris. on-J5-l-55-6J-14-oo.

LIVING I{ISTORV BILTMORE
EO BrlrvonE Esrare, Asheville, NC.8oo-4rr-
38r2. biltmoreestate.com. 88 TnaoE Sscners
Paints; Olympic paints, available at Lowe's.
lowes.com. Linens: on bed, all by Anichini.
anichini.com.

To rne TRloe: lN Tr+ls lssue

6l CAcHEpoTs Fretty containers are
perfect for houseplants. From left: coleus
topiary sits in a raku tea bowl by Ann
Tsubota, gt5o, Sara. saranyc.com. Handmade
sculptural bowl by Tim Rowan, grzo,
Sara, holds club moss. Muscari blooms in
a beige and black ceramic bowl, $zS,
Takashimaya. 8oo-75j-2o38. Eegonio
'Palomar Prince'grows in a handmade black
tea bowl by Stephen Qodrituez, g57o,

TI{E ART OF ENTERTAINING
90 EsrEe LauoEn esteelauder.com.
Wardrobe: Wendy Levey. llair, makeup:
Paul Podlucky. lnterior design: Victoria
Borus, B Five Studio LLP. bfivestudio.com.
Architect: Christopher Pickell, Pickell
Architecture, LLC, Flemington, NJ. 908-788-
oo48. pickellarchitecture.com. Landscape
design: Perry Guillot lnc., Southampton, NY
631-283-2839. Paint: Donald Kaufman.
donaldkaufmancolor.com. 9I Dregs: Etro.
ln NYC. zrz-3rz-9096. At Saks Fifth Avenue
in Beverly l-.lills. sl0-248-2855. Jewelryr
Tamsen Z Bijoux by Ann Ziff, available at
Petrou or by appointment. 212-292-6412.
92 Linens: Kassatly's lnc., Palm Beach, FL.
561-655-5655. 94 Perfumes: include Youth
Dew, Est6e, Aliage, Azur6e, and Pure
White Linen, all by Est6e Lauder. esteelauder
.com. Linens: Leontine. leontinelinens.com.
Throw: fur, Nina Griscom, NYC. z'tz-7tl-1373.
Rug: Beauvais Carpets, NYC.

William Switzer
212-207-8332
Zollany
212-319-722O

FURNITUPE
Apropos
212-684-6987
Beauvais Carpets
212-688-2265
Chelsea Workroom
212-243-OO23
Dakota Jackson
212-838-9444
Henredon
212-679-5828
F{olly F{unt
212-891-250c.

lnnovations in
Wallcoverings
212-3C8-1179

Jonas lnc.
212-691-2777

Prelle
212-683-2c81

Renaissance Carpet
& Tapestries
8oo-325-7847

Saxony Carpet
212-755-71oO

Stark Carpet
212-752-9OOO

William l-laines
5lo-289-o28O

Sara. Shelves from Tucker Robbins.
tuckerrobbins.com. Backdrop in Rubelli's
Toile Peinte, through Bergamo Fabrics.
Plaxr Sounces Try the following
nurseries for plants and bulbs, Logee's.
logees.com. Brent and Becky's Bulbs.
brentandbeckysbulbs.com. Glasshouse
Works. glasshouseworks.com.
Digging Dog Nursery. diggingdog.com.
White Flower Farm. whiteflowerfarm.com.

96 Srotarune SryLE Jewelry: Aerin
Lauder's own, by Bulgari. bulgari.com. Stove:
Viking. vikingrange.com. Albums: from
bottom, Classic Bluejean embossed calfskin,
9425. Classic Pink calfskin, $425. Classic
Beige calfskin, g425. Kensington calfskin in
Red, $275. Kensington calfskin in Dark Green,
gzZS. All by Asprey.212-688-181.
97 Tablecloth: New Zebra, g55. Online
at bestdressedtables.com.

WILD CI{ILD
98 ToNy Dueuerrs Tabletop, furniturer
selected pieces by Duquette available
at Bergdorf Goodman through the end of
Decem be r. bergdorfgood ma n.co m.

JEWEL BOX
Il2 Ctaxsl FINE JEwELpy chanel.com.
8oo-55o-ooo5. Makeup: Christophe
Danchaud-makeup for Chanel. Architect:
Peter Marino Architect, NYC. zrz-75u-
5444. petermarinoarchitect.com.

CORRECTIONS
November 2oo7, page tr8: Gwyneth Paltrow's
powder room wallpaper, lmperial Trellis in
Onyx Glaze, at Schumacher. 160: Ray Charles
White exhibition at Senior & Shopmaker
Gallery, NYC, has been postponed. For
updated information, seniorandshopmakercom.

IThe preceding is a list of some of the products,
manufacturers, distributors, retailers, and
approximate list prices in this issue. While extreme
care is taken to provide correct information,
House & Gorden cannot guarantee information
received from sources. All information should
be verified before ordering any item. Antiques,
one-of-a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and
personal collections may not be priced, and some
prices have been excluded at the request of the
homeowners. -peoDUCED By CHLOE LTESKE

FABRICS
AM Collections
8oo-771-7259

Bergamo
914-665-o8oo

Brunschwig & Fils
8oo-558-r88o

Castel
212-758-99OO

Clarence F{ouse
clarencehouse.com

Cowtan & Tout
212-647-69o/U.

Culturally Chic
212-2'19-7778

Duralee
8oo-275-3872
Kravet
516-293-2OOO

Lee Jofa
80o-45J-J56J
Pierre Frey
866-7o7-1524

Pollack
2''2-421-8755

Schumacher
80o-52jr2oo
S. l{arris
80o-999-56oo
Stark Fabric
212-355-7186
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uts Bolts
AT Tl-.lE HEART OF BUILDING A l-.{OME ev Davants coLnoutt

WovEN Walls
The kind of woven-wood wall treatments that
Alberto Pinto used in the interiors of a New

York apartment ("High Octane," page 7e) trace

their lineage to Japan. The coverings are

made by knitting together fine strips of wood,

no more than one millimeter thick, into a
grid pattern that resembles a checkerboard.

TnEe Roors Woven wall coverings are

traditionally made from the paulownia tree,

which is indigenous to Asia and has a r6sum6 of
outstanding features. The paulownia is one

of the fastest-growing trees on earth (the

trunks can climb to 4o feet in eight years) and

once cut will regenerate from its root stock.

Paulownia wood appeals to furnishings makers

because it is lighter than pine and is flame-

resistant. Acoustic properties also make it ideal

for stringed instruments.

New WEavr lnnovations in Wallcoverings,

a Manhattan-based company, produces two
patterns of woven-wood wall coverings made

from paulownia, Pearl Wood, which features

weaves washed in metallic dyes, imparting

copper and glacial tones. and Woven Wood,

which is treated with earthy dyes in hues like

teak or birch. lnnovations in Wallcoverings,

TI{E SPECIALIST' ESTATE CUSTODIAN
As conservation manager of Biltmore House in Asheville, North Carolina
("Living llistory: Biltmore," page 8o), Nancy Rosebrock has, in effect, more

than z5,ooo children to look after. Her wards are the fine and decorative art

objects and antiques purchased by George Washington Vanderbilt, as well

as the custom works he commissioned when he built the estate, which

opened in 1895. Rosebrock and her team of conservators ensure that all the

pieces in the collection continue to grow old in fine health.

CanfCtvtXO "Everything is in good condition," she says. "The bulk

of our work is general maintenance, like cleaning and repairing nicks

and veneer losses." Rosebrock hastens to add that heavy cosmetic

surgery is not part of her mandate"'Theres no stripping, repainting, or

refinishing. Our job is to preserve the physical properties original to a

piece." A little detective work comes with the territory. Biltmore keeps

comprehensive archives, which include blueprints, photographs, and oral

histories. One goal of the conservators is to see that every room is arranged

exactly as it was in the early years. Clues turn up: a scrap of silk becomes

the color guide by which the team puts a room back together; a faded

photograph reveals a forgotten textile pattern that can be reproduced.

Atn FOnCg Rosebrock's team has maintained a pristine environment

even though Biltmore has no modern climate control system. A consultant

suggested ways to minimize temperature and humidity fluctuations, and

UV-blocking windowpanes protect the decor from sun damage, but the

conservators keep mold and mildew at bay mainly with a good old airing out.

Windows are selectively opened for effective ventilation, Rosebrock says.

"The air is mild here, and the house was designed so that air moves through it

efficiently." such methods are one reason why Biltmore remains more a home

than a museum. Biltmore l-louse, Asheville, NC.8oo-4rr-38t2. biltmore.com.

A Rosebrock attaches a clamp to a damaged chair at Biltmore l-{ouse.
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INSPIRED DESIGN.
lntroducing on interoctive online

kitchen renovotion destinotion from
Sub-Zero/Wolf ond portners.

BROWSE the design gollery.
READ custom content.

CONNECT with kitchen experts.
RECEIVE o FREE Storter Kit.

Plus ENTER to win omozing prizes!
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ARCI{ITECTURE
(Cont. from page 5) are most familiar
with, they were entrusted with honor-

ing a landmark of uncommon luxuri-
ousness, with fine stone floors, richly
coffered ceilings, and other days-gone-

bydetails that itwould have been scan-

dalous to destroy Luckily, the partners

were not excessively reverent, and their
major interventions manage to be

respectful but not slavish.

The most dramatic evidence that
this is no run-of-the-mill rehab job

comes just beyond the Perelman
Building's meticulously restored entry
hall. An angled wall of whitish brick-
sized split concrete blocks announces

its newness through the irregular
finish of the masonry and the wall's

upward and outward tilt. The wall cre-

ates a monumental galleria behind the

rear facade of the original structure.
This spacious, skylighted promenade,

spanned by two frosted-glass walk-

ways on the upper story ofthe double-

height space, gives onto three large

galleries, for photography, fashion, and

design, respectively
The exceptional trio of windowless

rooms could be Exhibits A, B, and C

in a master class in the fine art of attun-

ing generic spaces to the art shown

within them. Paramount is Gluckman

Mayner's admirable handling of artifi-
cial light, perfectly calibrated in each

gallery to accommodate the specific

objects on display The largest of those

spaces-with walls Painted a deeP

shade of blue-is dedicated to rotat-
ing selections from the museum's

renowned costume collection. Despite

the low level of light necessary for
the conservation of fabrics, the illu-
mination here is remarkablY even,

unlike the stygian gloom I've encoun-

tered in the costume galleries at the

Metropolitan and Vctoria & Albert
museums, which makes you wonder if
you're going blind.

In contrast, the Perelman's pale gray

photography gallery positively glows,

though the intensity is deceptive, in
that works on paper are no less subject

to conservation restrictions than tex-

tiles are. This particular room seems

virtually unimprovable, with faultless

proportions that make considerations

such as the precise placement of a free-

standing wall far from a casual matter.

Last in this row of rooms is the
museum's modern design gallery, where

your visual attention is distracted from
the architectural surround by the
many familiar (sometimes too famil-
iar) eye-catching objects, displayed
on a mazelike series of platforms and

within a variety of vitrines. At first the
curatorial selection seems like MoMA
revisited, until you find surprise pair-

ings still forbidden by the mother of
all design collections: Bauhaus next

to Art Deco, or Memphis consorting
with HighTech.

I onlywish the Philadelphia Museum

would rethink an egregious wall label

in this room, which perpetuates one

of the most entrenched mlths about

early modernism. "Following Bauhaus

orthodoxf " the misleading text reads,

"both Ithe American and Scandinavian

modernJ movements eliminated deco-

ration and pursued standardized pro-
duction techniques." In fact, the
Bauhaus was all over the place during

its volatile r4-year history, ranging

from the Expressionist craft aesthetic

of its initial phase to the later machine-

inspired look now most associated

with that short-lived art, architecture,

and design school. But the Bauhaus

itself never even got close to the stan-

dardized production of anything. Its
output of prototypes certainly influ-
enced manufacturers at the time and

ever since, but the glib Philadelphia

Museum summary plays into the Per-
sistent Tom \7olfe stereotype of the

Bauhaus as the primary source of soul-

less modernist conformity.
Gluckman Mayner's Perelman

Building is not going to knock anY-

one's socks off, which is why it's so

good. Atl the hallmarks of its archi-
tects' expertise are evident, nowhere

more so than in the vast, serene sculp-

ture gallery that has been carved out of
the wing fronting Benjamin Franklin
Parkway This cool, loftlike space makes

everything in it look not only terrific
but as if you'd never really seen works

by some of these very well-known art-

ists before. The sensation of having

one's vision unexpectedly refreshed is

becoming too rare in the art world
today, and this exemplary addition to
a gteat museum inspires the spirit as

much as it pleases the eye. tr
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THE ANT OF
ENTENTAINIT.IG
(Cont. fron p age 9 4 her grandmother's
pieces-a favorite armchair, a collec-

tion of porcelain Chinese vases -and
stayed faithful to the blue-and-white
palette in manyplaces, she deftlyfolded
in dramatic personal touches and col-

ors and finishes that are unabashedly

contemporary and unmistakably hers.

The living room features a leopard

print sofa and walls painted in a high-

gloss, Chinese lantern orange that
Lauder had custom-mixed. A motif in
chocolate brown and cream skips across

the wall fabric in the master bedroom.

Thbletops and mantels have been turned

into lovingly edited vignettes featuring

a mix of some of Est6e Lauder's cher-

ished objects-vintage makeup com-

pacts, a seashell, an antique clock-along
with accessories and family photos

added by her granddaughter.

Aerin Lauder has paid homage to
her grandmother and made a dePar-

ture as well. "Basically, I've modernized

things," she says. "I've kept my grand-

mother's bedroom almost exactly as it
was. I love walking in her room, feeling

the spirit in there. It still has her vaniql

the same sort of white carpeting, and

the original fabric wall coverings that
she loved and I love. There's a drawing

of her, too, a portrait. I always use the

room for special guests who visit."

The result is a new home within the

old one and agathering spot that Lauder

hopes "will be a place for use for future

generations." Every Christmas Eve she

sets the table with her grandmother's
silver and tableware and cooks a big

holiday dinner using old family recipes.

Then she gets up on Christmas morning

to make a special breakfast of apple

pancakes for her husband and boys.

Asked what her grandmother might

say about the house now, Lauder saYs,

"She would smile. I think she would
love it. I dont think she would like the

boys skateboarding through the house

across the white carpet, maybe. But she

wouldn't care about the skateboarding

itself, She'd be scared they'd get hurt.

'Always a grandmother, you know."

Johnette Howard is the outhor o/
The Rivals, Chris Evert vs. Martina

Navratilova. She is o sports columnist

for Newsday ond hos been nominqted

for the Pulitzer Prlze in commentarg.
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LAKE COMC TRIT}
(Cont. front page u4) gardening tradi-
tion-the secrets of which are, in most
cases, passed down from father to son.

Perched high on a rocky promontory,
Villa del Balbianello-built by awealthy
cardinal in the late eighteenth cenftry-
juts out into the water like a giant vessel.

Despite its apparent exposure to the
elements (most of Lake Como's villas
and gardens tend to be located in more
protected areas), this setting is blessed
with a mild microclimate that encour-
ages southern Mediterranean species.

The promontory however, is so rugged
and stone-strewn that, apart from some
dramatic wisterias, there are few exam-
ples of flowering plants.

Balbianello represents the exertion of
human w'ill over the forces of nature, the
desire to shape nature as ifit were sculp-
ture or architecture. It is not a romantic
garden. The live-in gardeners-amaz-
ingly, there are onlytwo ofthem-spend
much of their time pruning and clip-
ping, as if this garden were a gigantic
bonsai. Thke the thick laurel field that

was planted to camouflage and soften
the look ofa particularly steep and rocky
slope. To keep it in shape, the gardeners
climb up primitive wooden ladders and
prune each branch by hand. Even the
Ficus repens, a slow but resilient climber
that makes its way up the loggia walls
and archways, is clipped and twisted six
times a year to make it look like a ver-
dant embroidery Another example of
such compulsive but fascinating control
is the magnificent oak tree that has been
somewhat irreverently pruned into the
shape of an umbrella pine.

In r988, Villa del Balbianello was
donated to Fondo per l'Ambiente
Italiano, a group devoted to the preser-
vation ofgreat Italian architecture and
gardens, by industrialist and explorer
Guido Monzino, who spent the last 14

years ofhis life restoring the villa and
its gardens to their original grandeur.
faibalbianello@fondoambiente.it.

IFor an insider's guide to where to eat
and drink around Lake Como, go to
houseandgarden.com.]
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IT HAPPENED AGAIN last week. Someone chastised me for
getting up to exit a movie theater before the unfurling of the

credits for the masterpiece we had just witnessed. Apparently,

folks in this industry town feel that a hasty retreat is the grossest

gaffe imaginable-an affront not only to the noble efforts of the

cast and crew, but to the very art of cinema itself. Despite my

recent pledges ofallegiance to Los Angeles and my fervent dis-

avowal of New York condescension (in both writing and private

conversation), it seems that I will always be looked upon as an

interloper if I fail to show proper respect to the key grip and the

caterer on,say,Booty Call 6.

On a similar note, IVe been told that it's bad form to make con-

temptuous remarks as I leave the theater, because audiences here

are qpically peppered with well-wishers intimately connected to

the production (the leading lady's A.A. sponsor, the grandmother

ofthe best boy, etc.). So much for freedom ofexpression.

I'm willing to set these quibbles aside, however, because the

overall moviegoing experience in Los Angeles is, not surprisingly

far superior to that in New York. Hollywood knows how to treat

a person addicted to both movies and design, especially someone

happy to pay a little extra for added comfort and convenience.

The most civilizedvenue in town is unquestionablyArclight, a

modern cineplex grafted onto the landmark Cinerama Dome on

Sunset Boulevard, which opened in 1963 with the premiere of 1r3

a Mad, Mad, Mad, MadtVoild.Happlly, the s1eek, contemporary

design of the Arclight complex defers to the sculptural brio of the

original geodesic dome. Aside from the kooky architectural folly
ArcLrght's chiefattraction is reserved seating, an enlightened (and

long overdue) alternative to barbaric cattle calls.

THE MANY THEATERS OF
LOS ANGELES-AND LEARNS TO MIND HIS MOVIEGOING MANNERS

BY MAYER RUS

My one beef with Arclight is the snack selec-

tion. Like most movie theaters that aspire to an

upscale ambience, Arcl-ight deigns to offer vulgar,

lowbrow junk food, but is happier to promote its

more refined comestibles, such as cappuccino and

chicken-apple sausage. Personally, I prefer to take

in my Fassbinder andI7ong Kar-'Wai with a sicken-

ing slushy drink and a box of Goobers.

The worst offender in this area is New York's

Film Forum, where nausea and lumbago are the

price one pays for seeing obscure independent

movies and cult classics on the not-so-big screen.

(For those who havent had the pleasure, imagine

spending two hours in Kafl<a's penal colony with
nothing to sustain you but dry unsalted popcorn.)

Next on mylist of preferred L.A. movie venues

is the Grove, a popular family destination that reenvisions the old-

fashioned, hermetically sealed shopping mall as a New Urbanist

fantasy of town squares and pedestrian promenades. In terms of
design, there's not much to recommend this stale exercise in sani-

tized, Disneyfi.d 1651algia, but somehow it works. I confess that I
find something genuinely sweet about the mix of awkward teenag-

ers on dates and families snapping pictures in front ofthe dancing

waters of the town fountain. Yes, the Grove is hopelessly twee and

artificial, but I suppose that's what makes it the perfect place to
indulge my secret passion for saccharine romantic comedies and

coming-of-age stories. (I've seen Szrreen Candles athousand times,

and I still weep like a French schoolgirl when Molly Ringwald

finally gets to have her cake and eat it, too.) As for convenience,

the Grove gets bonus points for valet parking with optional car

wash- just the thing for the lazy tastemaker on the go.

Of course, for sheer glamour and beauty, no modern theater

can hold a candle to the great theme movie palaces developed in

the rgzos by real estate mogul Charles Toberman and impresario

Sid Grauman-the Chinese, the Egyptian, and the El Capitan.

This trio of architectural confections and their lavish interiors

have miraculously survived into the t\Menty-first century-with
the help of sympathetic restorations of recent vintage-while
most behemoths of their era fell victim to shifting times and

tastes. 'W'henever I see a movie in one of these glorious temples,

I can't help but fantasize about Hollywood's golden age-and
how much has changed.'W'hat is it that Norma Desmond said in

Sunset Bouleaard? "They took the idols and smashed them-the
Fairbankses, the Gilberts, the Valentinos. And who've we got now?

Some nobodies!"Thke that, Dakota Fanning.
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